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Part A - Management Context
Part A introduces Hurstville Park and Timothy Reserve and contains information about the
management context within which the Plan of Management was developed. A basis for management
is proposed, the planning context outlined and key site values identified. A description of the current
site condition is contained in Part B.
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1. The Plan of Management
1.1

Background

There is currently no adopted Plan of Management specific to Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve,
with the area currently managed in accordance with a Generic Sportsground Plan of Management
2006, adopted by the previous Hurstville City Council. In 2011, Hurstville City Council considered a
Draft Plan of Management to direct the future of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve. That Plan
was not adopted and it followed that the Georges River Council was established following the
merger of Hurstville and Kogarah Council’s in May 2016.
A new Plan of Management is required to provide direction for the new Council in managing
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve in accordance with both the Local Government Act 1993 (LG
Act) and the new Crown Lands Management Act 2018 (CLM Act). As of July 2018, the CLM Act
requires local Councils that are appointed to manage dedicated or reserved Crown land, to manage
that land as if it were public land under the Local Government Act 1993 – including applying the
Plan of Management requirements of that Act. In the context of the development of the Hurstville
and Timothy Reserve Plan of Management, a Crown Reserve parcel covers all of Hurstville Oval
and a large portion of Timothy Reserve. This Plan of Management intends to align and satisfy both
the requirements of the CLM Act, and existing provisions of the LG Act in relation to community
land.
Council has undertaken a review of the recommendations of the 2011 Draft Plan of Management
(and concept Masterplan) and engaged Gondwana Consulting to finalise and prepare an updated
Plan and Masterplan to reflect current community and user needs and provide guidance for
planning and management of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve over the next 10-15 years.
It is proposed under this new Plan of Management to delineate and categorise the Community
Land known as “Hurstville Oval” as ‘Sportsground’ and categorise the remaining Community Land
‘Park’.
A new Plan will reconfirm the values the community holds for the overall Park, and ensure
protection of those values in future management decisions. It will address current recreational uses,
demands and trends as well as anticipated future uses and other pressures on the area. It will also
consider the Park’s history and heritage values along with its presentation and visual appeal, as
well as leasehold or commercial activities and special events. The new Plan of Management will
also align with the recent changes to the management of Crown lands and address any emerging
uses and issues that have come about since the draft 2011 Plan to inform Council in the allocation
and prioritisation of resources for this facility in the context of other Council commitments.
A brief History
The site’s beginnings date back to 1899, when after many deputations on behalf of the local
community to the Minister for the Department of Lands, a seven-acre site was bought from
Patrick MacMahon, a successful businessman who had emigrated as a young man from Cork,
Ireland. The site was gazetted a public park and named Hurstville Park and placed under the
care and control of the then Hurstville Council.
The original site was boggy with a one metre deep water course running through it. The
emerging popularity of the sport of cricket in the early 1900s and the lack of an oval on which to
play led to ongoing development with the aim of establishing an oval of sufficiently high standard
for cricket. Hurstville Park was enclosed by a post and rail fence, the remnant native eucalypts
were felled and exotic trees were planted. It followed that another strip of land to the north, now
known as Timothy Reserve, was acquired by Hurstville Council after further sub-division of the
MacMahon Estate.
In September 1911, Hurstville Oval was officially opened with a cricket match of a standard close
to a Test match between the newly established St George District Cricket Club and an invitation
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve Plan of Management – July 2020 Gondwana Consulting Pty Ltd
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XI team led by Australian player, Warren Bardsley. Since that opening, Hurstville Oval has
hosted games which have included some of Australia's finest cricketers, with the legendary Don
Bradman beginning his cricket career at the oval when he played as a young man for the St
George District Cricket Club.
The St George Cycling Club, originally known as Hurstville Bicycle Club, started competition at
the oval in 1906 on grass and later built a cinders track prior to the amalgamation of several
small clubs into St. George Cycling Club in 1920. In 1923 the local St George District Amateur
Athletic Club funded and equipped the oval with night lighting, allowing the oval to be used for
evening athletics and cycling meetings and in 1925 the Dunbar Pavilion was opened by Council.
The pavilion was named in honour of Mr Lou Dunbar, a caretaker and official groundsman for the
oval.
The St. George Rugby Union Football Club also used the Oval from 1928 until 1939, and then
again from 1950 until 1988.
During the NSWRL competition, the St George Dragons club used the ground as their homeground matches, from 1921 until 1924, before moving to Earl Park in 1925. The club later
returned to the ground in 1940, and remained there until 1949. The St George Dragons moved to
Kogarah Oval in 1950, where they remained for many years.
Today, Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve offer a well-maintained and attractive combined and
complementary open space that supports both high level active sporting use, passive use and
creates opportunities for both sporting and community events. The site has retained both its
historical heritage and character whilst meeting emerging local user needs.
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve provide a valuable and well-used green open space within
the local area but is also readily accessible to accommodate users from outside the local area. It
is influenced by a trend to increasing residential density and reduced private open space in the
surrounding suburb and the developing Hurstville City Centre. It is a popular venue for sports, in
particular first class cricket and cycling, leisure and recreation activities, school use and social
gatherings as well as periodically hosting organised and informal community events.

1.2

What is a Plan of Management

A Plan of Management is developed to determine and guide the future management of a place –
such as a park, sportsground or bushland reserve – under Council management. It sets out
management objectives and performance targets for Community Land as well as providing
management and use direction and actions.
They are important documents prepared in consultation with the community, and act as an
agreement between a Council and the Community as to how a place is to be managed and its
values protected. Current uses and activities are identified and future uses and activities, including
leases and licences, are approved by a Plan of Management.
A plan contains a range of actions to guide the management of the area over the life of the
document – usually a 10-15 year period.
Both the CLM Act and the LG Act include provisions regarding the preparation of plans of
management for lands under a Council’s management, how a Plan of Management is to be
prepared (including community engagement activities) and what must be included in a Plan.
How to read this Plan of Management
Part A introduces Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve and provides information about the
management context within which the Plan of Management was developed. A basis for
management is proposed and key site values identified.
Part B contains information about the known values of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve.
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Part C provides a framework for managing Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve. The ‘Park” is
divided into two Management Zones and a range of objectives and strategies are recommended
for each Management Zone and for the entire site. A Concept Masterplan is also provided in this
section.
Part D considers the implementation of this Plan of Management and contains information on
potential funding sources, reporting, evaluation and review.

1.3

Land to which this Plan applies

Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve includes two parcels of land, one being Community Land
owned by Georges River Council and the other a Crown Land parcel dedicated in 1899 extending
across the bulk of the site being managed as Reserve Trust by Georges River Council.
This Plan of Management applies across both parcels of land which are zoned Public Recreation
under the Hurstville Local Environmental Plan 2012.
The landholdings that comprise Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve are listed in Table 1 and
shown on Figure 1.

Description

Address

Hurstville Oval

30 Dora Street

Title
Reference
Lot 1
DP 919317

Owner
Crown/State of NSW –
CR500461
Gazetted
28/6/1899
Public Park

Timothy
Road
30D Dora Street
Lot 53
Georges River Council
Reserve
DP9355
Table 1 – Subject Land Description (Source – Georges River Council Land Register)

Land
Classification
Crown Reserve
for purpose of
“Public Park”
Community

Patrick Street

Timothy Street

Gordon Street

Timothy Reserve

Hurstville Oval

Lot 1 DP 919317
CR500461 Crown Land

Dora Street
Figure 1 – Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve (Source – Google Earth)
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1.4

Objectives of this Plan of Management

This Plan of Management has been prepared to provide a clear strategic direction for future
management and use of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve.
The principal objectives of this Plan of Management are;
 Identify a vision for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve;
 Identify the values of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve;
 Set out the strategic direction for future management of Hurstville Oval and Timothy
Reserve;
 Outline management actions for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve;
 Propose a concept masterplan for future development;
 Provide direction on the conservation and protection of heritage sites within Hurstville Oval
and Timothy Reserve;
 Identify and minimise risks within Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve; and
 Consolidate information into a single document for ease of reference.

1.5

Vision for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve

Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve as an integrated site is an established State level sports
facility with a capacity to hold local and interstate fixtures across a variety of sports, predominantly
cricket and cycling. For the broader community, it provides a significant integrated open space and
associated facilities supporting a diverse range of passive and active recreation, leisure and
cultural user opportunities.

2. Basis for Management
2.1

Roles and Responsibilities

The Crown Land portion over much of the site was dedicated as a Public Park and gazetted on 28
June 1899. The Hurstville Park Reserve Trust was established to manage the seven acre site. A
reserve trust is the legal body holding ownership of reserved or dedicated Crown land on a
temporary basis (being for the life of that reserve trust), for the purposes of facilitating the
management of the land on behalf of the public. A trust can only make decisions and take actions
concerning the reserve if those decisions and actions are in the interests of the reserve and the
public, and are consistent with the range of powers and responsibilities set out under Crown Lands
Management legislation.
The reserve trust is set up under legislation to have responsibility for the care, control and
management of a Crown reserve. While a reserve trust is a legal entity in its own right it cannot
operate without having someone appointed to manage its affairs. Hurstville Council was appointed
Trust Manager when the Reserve Trust was established and with the subsequent acquisition of the
adjoining parcel extended the available area for community use and management by Hurstville
Council and now Georges River Council. The administration and management arrangements
implemented for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve, applicable to both the Crown and
Community land parcels, have proven effective over the history of Hurstville Oval and Timothy
Reserve in protecting and presenting the site as the valued place it is today.
As mentioned, the Crown Land portion of the site is reserved as Public Park and must be managed
in a manner consistent with this reserve purpose. The existing use of this area as both a
sportsground and park is consistent with the reserve purpose.
As of 1 July 2018, new Crown land legislation is in effect and all existing managers have continued
under the new legislation. The new Crown Land Management Act 2016 (CLM Act) implements
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve Plan of Management – July 2020 Gondwana Consulting Pty Ltd
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reforms identified through the comprehensive review of Crown land management. Reserve
managers have automatically transitioned under the new Act so that appointed managers continue
to have the care, control and management responsibility for their Crown reserves. In relation to
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve, all existing assets, liabilities, tenures and contracts of the
reserve trust automatically transitioned to the Georges River Council as the Crown land manager.
The CLM Act introduces significant changes to the management of Crown land by Council.
Specifically, Georges River Council will now manage dedicated or reserved land as if it were public
land under the Local Government Act 1993 (LG Act). For Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve
where the land is classified as “community land” under the LG Act, Council will be required to have
plans of management in place for the land.

2.2

Plan of Management Process

This Draft Plan of Management was prepared by Gondwana Consulting drawing on in-house
Georges River Council expertise and understanding of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve, the
previous Draft Plan of Management prepared in 2011, several on-site assessments and
inspections, and community engagement / input actions. The planning process for preparing the
Plan of Management is summarised below in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Plan of Management Process
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve Plan of Management – July 2020 Gondwana Consulting Pty Ltd
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Preparation of the Draft Plan of Management was also informed through exhibition and feedback of
an “Issues and Options Discussion Paper”. The “Issues and Options Discussion Paper” was
prepared and informed by the previous Draft Plan of Management and subsequent Council report
dated 25 May 2011, consultation with relevant Council staff and review of other
background/resource information and field inspections. The “Issues and Options Discussion Paper”
provided a brief overview of these initial consultations, the current values and management issues
for the Reserve, and presented options for some of the key management issues to be addressed in
this Draft Plan of Management as well as listing more “routine” management actions. The “Issues
and Options Discussion Paper” was made available for community/stakeholder comment during
November and December 2018. Community feedback on the “Issues and Discussion”, and further
discussions with Council, informed preparation of this Draft Plan of Management.
It follows that this Draft Plan of Management be placed on public exhibition for review and capacity
for submission of comments and feedback from the community and stakeholders. Following
analysis of any submissions, the Draft Plan shall be amended as required and provided to Council
and Department of Lands for consideration.

2.3

Council’s Management Goals

This Plan of Management is developed to ensure that Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve is
managed consistent with objectives and management goals outlined in the following strategies,
plans and Policies:
Council Plan or Policy

Council Management Objectives / Goals
Pillar 1 A Protected Environment and Green Open Spaces

1.3 Everyone has access to
beautiful parks and open
spaces.

1.3.1 Ensure all public parks and open spaces are
accessible, well-maintained and managed to meet the
recreational needs of current and future residents.
1.3.2 Review Plans of Management for sporting fields,
parks, open space and bushland in the LGA.
1.3.3 Understand the potential impacts of climate
change when developing design principles for parks and
open spaces.
1.3.4 Use the GRC Open Space, Recreation and
1
Community Facilities Strategy to inform the provision of
parks and open spaces.

1.4.1 Recognise the LGA’s local heritage through
heritage listings in LEPs and protection policies in
DCPs.
1.4.2 Capitalise on opportunities to recognise heritage
assets in Council services and programs.
Pillar 2 Quality, Well Planned Development
2.3 Council-led development
2.3.1 Ensure quality design and sustainability principles
and assets provide quality,
underpin the provision of Council facilities and other
long-term benefits to
assets.
everyone.
Pillar 3 - Active Accessible Places and Spaces
3.3 Everyone, including
3.3.1 Implement the GRC Disability
people with disability,
Inclusion Action Plan.
navigates the LGA in safety.
3.4.1 Guided by the GRC Open Space and Recreation
3.4 Everyone has access to a
Strategy, provide contemporary passive and active
range of active and passive
recreation spaces, aquatic facilities, synthetic fields,
recreation facilities.
community centres and libraries.
Pillar 5 A Harmonious and Proud Community with Strong Social Services and
Infrastructure
5.1.1 Initiate, facilitate and support inclusive and
5.1 We create and support
accessible events that meet the community’s
events that celebrate
aspirations and actively connect Council to individuals,
community and cultural
community groups and businesses.
identity and benefit the
1.4 Local heritage is
protected and promoted.

Community Strategic Plan
2018-2028

1

The Open Space, Recreation and Community Facilities Draft Strategy 2018-2036 is currently on Public Exhibition
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economy.
Pillar 6 Leadership and Transparency

6.1 The community is
involved and listened to.

6.1.1 Actively implement the GRC Community
Engagement Policy and Strategy, providing a consistent
and best-practice approach to engagement across all
Council functions.
6.1.2 Use of online, social media and other
communication channels, including the Your Say
Georges River engagement portal.
6.1.3 Publicly and regularly report on our performance
against strategic, financial and operational plans.

Disability Action Plan 20172021

Liveable Community

6. Continue to upgrade Council assets to meet the
requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act 2014,
relevant Australian Standards and the National
Construction Code.
7. Ensure that people with disability are able to navigate
our town centres and access services and facilities in
the community safely and confidently
8. Ensure people with disability are able to find
accessible public toilets in the community.

Community Engagement
Policy 2017

When undertaking community engagement, Georges River Council is committed to:
 Making decisions in the best interests of the community
 Being open and transparent
 Respecting the views of the community
 An equitable practice that gives all members of the community the opportunity to
actively participate in democratic processes
 Being accessible to all members of the community
 Meeting legislative requirements

Community Engagement
Strategy 2017

The Community Engagement Strategy sets out the methods and tools to be used to
encourage the Georges River community to get involved in Council’s decision making
processes. The aim of a strong community engagement process is to listen to the
community and gather a broad range of views that will assist Council in delivering and
planning services to better meet community needs and aspirations. It will also assist
Council in providing residents with greater opportunities to contribute to and influence
outcomes which directly affect their lives.

Community Lease Policy
2017

This policy aims to ensure that a wide range of community groups and individuals are
given equal opportunity to occupy community land and buildings while alleviating some of
the financial burden on Council.
The policy also aims to ensure that the best operator (and where possible, the best
financial return on commercially operated facilities) is obtained for sports and recreational
facilities and that the required level of service is provided to the community.

16.2 Community Hubs

 Examine whether the chain link fence on the
Gordon Street side of Hurstville Oval may be
removed to encourage passive use.
 Improve walking and cycling connections between
facilities in Hurstville and Woodville Park, Hurstville
Oval and Hurstville Community Garden. Improve
signage to nearby parks to encourage passive use.
 Continue to develop a Master Plan and Plan of
Management for Hurstville Oval to deliver an
optimal outcome for this premium venue, including
retaining the recently restored velodrome.

16.3.3 Passive open space
and bushland

 Continue to deliver the rolling program of
playground upgrades, including the provision of
adventure playgrounds at community hubs.
 Provide additional high-quality outdoor exercise
equipment in high density areas with limited access
to open space seen in Figure 18. This includes
areas around Hurstville City Centre, St George
Hospital, and Carlton, Kogarah, Penshurst, Beverly
Hills and Riverwood train stations.
 Changes to the use of public open space and
recreation land should be determined on a site-by
site basis considering broad community needs.

Open Space, Recreation
and Community Facilities
Strategy Draft Strategy
2018-2036
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16.3.4 Sports fields

17.1 Capital works priorities

However, if any change to the use of public open
space results, Council should ensure no net loss of
land zoned for public open space and recreation at
the LGA level.
 Continue to implement a rolling program of sports
field upgrades and intensified maintenance regimes
to improve the ability of sports fields to withstand
high levels of use. Improvements could include
irrigation/ drainage, returfing and resurfacing.
 Develop a master plan and plan of management for
Hurstville Oval.

Table 2 –Council’s Management Goals and Objectives

Community Consultation

2.4

Development of this Draft Plan of Management for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve has
involved the following consultation phases:
2.4.1

Issues and Options Discussion Paper Exhibition

The “Issues and Options Discussion Paper” was publicly exhibited on the Georges River Council
“Have Your Say” web page for a three-week period concluding on 14 December 2018. The web
page had provision for users to view and download the paper and make submissions. The option
was also available for completion of a feedback form via email or reply paid post.
The Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve major sporting and recreation users, including schools,
identified by Georges River Council were all notified of the availability of the Paper and invited to
review, comment and provide feedback. Table 3 below contains details of notification provided to
key users.
A letterbox drop of an Issues and Options Flyer and webpage details was conducted on 27
November 2018 and delivered to 200 neighbouring properties adjoining all sides of Hurstville Oval
and Timothy Reserve. Figure 3 identifies the properties where the letterbox drop was completed.
In total 6 submissions to the Issues and Options Discussion Paper were received. The details of
submissions are presented in Attachment 1.
The key points highlighted within the 6 submissions included the following:





A particularly high value is placed on the History and Heritage of Hurstville Oval;
Desire for the retention of the mature landscape values of the Park;
Desire for enhancement of the velodrome and associated facilities; and
Need for consideration of noise impacts to neighbouring properties.
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User Group

User Contact Details

Winter
St George Football Association info@sgfa.com.au
St George Junior Rugby League stgeorgejuniorleague@hotmail.com
Summer

Tai Chi

Submission

Update and link to Have Your Say emailed 29‐11‐18
Update and link to Have Your Say emailed 29‐11‐18

No
No

StGeorgeCycling@gmail.com
info@cricketnsw.com.au

Update (request for preferred contact with Cricket
NSW ) and link to Have Your Say emailed 29‐11‐18 and
No
11‐12‐18
Phone message left 11‐12‐18
Update and link to Have Your Say emailed 29‐11‐18
Yes
Update and link to Have Your Say emailed 13‐12‐19
No

via School Webpage
shalbouni@arkana.nsw.edu.au
via School Webpage
via School Webpage
bexley‐p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
via School Webpage
via School Webpage
via School Webpage
info@lugarno.nsw.edu.au
kogarah‐p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
arncliffe‐p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
rockdale‐p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
hurstville‐p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
via School Webpage
carlton‐p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
bexleynth‐p.school@det.nsw.edu.au

Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18
Update and link to Have your say emailed 30‐11‐18

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Approached on site 26‐10‐18 and discussed
issues/options. There is no formal contact person
identified or offered during contact on‐site

No

Kevin McKeirnan
St George District Cricket Club kevendee@bigpond.com
0414776111
St George Cycling Club
Cricket NSW
School Groups
St Joseph’s Rockdale
Arkana College
St Joseph’s Riverwood
Regina Coeli Primary School
Bexley Public School
St Jospeh’s Belmore
St Joseph’s Oatley
St Declans Primary School
Lugarno Public School
Kogarah Public School
Arncliffe Public School
Rockdale Public School
Hurstville Public School
St Mary’s Star of the Sea
Carlton Public
Bexley North Public
Informal Users

Communication

Table 3 – Key Users - Notification of Issues and Options Discussion Paper

Figure 3 – Map of letterbox drop properties “Issues Options Discussion Paper” 27-11-18 (Source Map – Google
Earth)
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve Plan of Management – July 2020 Gondwana Consulting Pty Ltd
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2.4.2

Public Exhibition of the Draft Plan of Management

Following review and approval by Council, and later concurrence from the Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment (Crown Lands), the Draft Plan of Management was placed on public
exhibition from 22 January until 4 March 2020.
A dedicated page regarding the Draft Plan was available on the Georges River Council website.
Copies of the Draft Plan and Masterplans could be downloaded from this website or hard copies
inspected at the Council’s Civic Centre and both Library and Service Centres.
Submissions were invited by email or in writing. A total of six submissions were received – five
from individuals (4 of whom wish to remain anonymous) and one from Cricket NSW. Attachment 2
includes a summary and analysis of the submissions received, and notes amendments to the Draft
Plan of Management arising from the submissions.
During exhibition of the Draft Plan of Management, a 24 February 2020 Council meeting
considered a Hurstville Oval Pavilion Feasibility Study prepared by Webber Architects. The
Feasibility Study considered the optimal location of the pavilion after consideration of a range of
relevant matters. A copy of the Feasibility Study is available on Council’s website as part of the
Minutes of the 24 February Council meeting. At the 24 February 2020 meeting Council resolved
the new pavilion be located at the Option 2 site within the Feasibility Study. The Option 2 site is
within the area categorised as Sportsground in the Draft Plan of Management.
2.4.3

Recategorisation Public Hearing

A public hearing into the proposed recategorisation of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve (see
Table 4 in Section 10 of this plan) was initially scheduled for 1 April 2020 at Council’s Hurstville
Service Centre. This hearing was postponed as a result of social distancing requirements of the
COVID 19 coronavirus pandemic.
The public hearing was rescheduled to 11 June 2020 as an online meeting and was promoted on
Council’s website. Intending attendees were asked to register by 9 June. No registrations were
received.
The Hearing was held as scheduled in case of impromptu attendees, however none eventuated. A
separate “Proposed Recatgeorisation of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve – Public Hearing
Report” details the outcomes of this process.

3. Planning Context
3.1

Crown Land Management Act 2016

The Crown Land Management Act 2016 commenced on 1 July 2018, introducing a consolidated,
modern piece of legislation to govern the management of Crown Land in NSW.
The CLM Act introduces significant changes to the management of Crown Land by Councils.
Specifically, Councils are now required to manage dedicated or reserved Crown Land as if it were
public land under the Local Government Act 1993. These requirements are outlined in Division 3.4,
Crown Land Managed by Councils.
In relation to Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve, Crown Reserve CR500461 covering much of
the site as indicated in Figure 1, will be classified as “community land” under the LG Act and
managed accordingly as per 3.2 below, meaning that Council is required to have a Plan of
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Management in place for the land. Further, the changes to the CLM Act also require that a council
manager ensure that the first plan of management applicable to the land is adopted as soon as
practicable.

3.2

Local Government Act 1993

The Local Government Act 1993 gives direction on how a plan of management is to be written for
community land. The Act requires land to be categorised depending on how it is intended to be
used and provides the core objectives for directing the management of land so categorised.
The Local Government Act 1993, requires that all public land must be classified with this land
classified as either:
1. Community Land, or
2. Operational Land
The classification or reclassification of public land may be made by a Local Environmental Plan or
may also be made by a resolution of the Council.
Community land must not be sold (except in the limited circumstances referred to in Section 45 of
the Act). Community Land must not be leased or licensed for more than 21 years and may only be
leased or licensed for more than 5 years if public notice of the proposed lease or licence is given
and, in the event that an objection is made to the proposed lease or licence, the Minister’s consent
is obtained. No such restrictions apply to operational land.
Community Land is defined for the purposes of the Act to be any land that is retained by Council for
use by the general public, such as parks, playing fields, playgrounds, bushland, and other areas of
open space accessible to the public. Development and use of this land is subject to strict controls
set out in the Act. In addition to these controls, Councils must prepare Plans of Management for
any land identified as Community Land.
Community Land must also be categorised according to its function. Land is categorised into one
of the below five categories:
 Park
 Sportsground
 General Community Use Area
 Area of Cultural Significance or
 Natural Area, which must be further categorised as either
o

Bushland

o

Escarpment

o

Foreshore

o

Watercourse or

o

Wetland.

It is intended that the Hurstville Oval section of the Park be categorised as ‘Sportsground’ and the
remaining areas of the park be categorised as ‘Park’. This categorisation is depicted in Figure 6 in
Part C of this Plan. A detailed description of the categories which apply to Hurstville Oval and
Timothy Reserve and relevant core objectives are further presented in Part C Management
Framework.
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Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979

3.3

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 establishes the statutory planning
framework for environmental and land use planning of all land in NSW.
One of the main instruments for implementing the Act are Local Environmental Plans - statutory
planning tools that set controls over development in the area to which they apply. They contain
zoning controls as well as controls for heritage conservation areas and protected areas, amongst
other matters.
The whole of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve is zoned RE1 Public Recreation under the
Hurstville Environmental Plan 2012 with the objectives of the zoning being:
 To enable land to be used for public open space or recreational purposes;
 To provide a range of recreational settings and activities and compatible land uses; and
 To protect and enhance the natural environment for recreational purposes.
The LEP identifies that the following are permitted without consent:
 Environmental facilities;
 Environmental protection works; and
 Roads
The LEP identifies that the following are permitted with consent:













3.4

Building identification signs;
Business identification signs;
Centre-based child care facilities;
Community facilities;
Information and educational facilities;
Kiosks;
Markets;
Recreation areas;
Recreation facilities (indoor);
Recreation facilities (outdoor);
Respite day care centres; and
Restaurants or cafes

State Environmental Planning Policy – Infrastructure 2007

State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (ISEPP) aims to facilitate the effective
delivery of infrastructure across the State. The Infrastructure SEPP assists local government and
the communities they support by simplifying the process for providing essential infrastructure.
The Infrastructure SEPP has specific planning provisions and development controls for 25 types of
infrastructure works or facilities including roads, emergency services, electricity delivery, parks and
other public reserves and telecommunications networks.
The Infrastructure SEPP outlines the planning rules for such works and facilities, including:
 Where such development can be undertaken;
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 What type of infrastructure development can be approved by a public authority under Part 5
of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act (EP&A Act) following an environmental
assessment (known as ‘development without consent’);
 What type of development can be approved by the relevant local council, Minister for
Planning or Department of Planning under Part 4 of the EP&A Act (known as ‘development
with consent’); and
 What type of development is exempt or complying development.
Of particular relevance to Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve is Clause 65 that specifies that
development for any purpose may be carried out without consent if the development is for the
purposes of implementing an adopted plan of management. The clause also lists a range of
ancillary developments permitted without consent.
Clause 66 provides for a range of exempt developments within a public reserve such as the
construction, maintenance and repair of walking tracks, boardwalks, stairways, gates, seats
shelters and shade structures.
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Part B – Site Description
Part B contains a description of the current condition of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve. It
includes information about the Reserve’s local and regional context, heritage and history, recreational
uses, landscape character, access and circulation and existing services and infrastructure. The
following section, Part C, contains principles and strategies for managing Hurstville Oval and Timothy
Reserve.
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4. Local and Regional Context
The combined 3.2 Ha rectangular site of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve is located 700m or
around a 10 minute walk north-west of the Hurstville City Centre and Hurstville Railway Station
and is bordered by Dora, Patrick, Timothy and Gordon Streets. The pathway between Dora
Street and Patrick Street is generally recognised as the dividing boundary between Hurstville
Oval and Timothy Reserve.
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve is situated within a surrounding suburban development
which is a mix of one to three storey single dwellings and medium density accommodation. Multistorey apartment buildings and medium to high density residential zoning extend from the
southern side of the site (Gordon and Dora Streets) through to the Hurstville City Centre as part
of the ongoing development and growth of this precinct (see Figure 4).
Ongoing development surrounding this southern approach to Hurstville Oval and Timothy
Reserve is associated with the Hurstville City Centre and is directed by a number of key plans
which guide planning decisions and consequently influence the active and passive usage
demands on Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve.
Population in the Hurstville City Centre area has increased 33% over the five years to 2016 to
6,855 people, whilst the remainder of the Hurstville area has only increased by 12% over the
same period to 22,5902. Much of this increased population is housed in medium to high density
development. Of this, 50% of residents in the Hurstville City Centre are of Chinese ancestry with
around 13% aged 17 and under, whilst 31% of the remainder Hurstville area are of Chinese
ancestry where around 18% is aged 17 and under. The Hurstville City Centre and surrounding
suburb of Hurstville largely form the local recreational catchment for Timothy Reserve and
Hurstville Oval. It is likely also given the prominence of the Hurstville City Centre that there are
many day visitors making up the catchment for the site given that 63% of workers traveling to the
Georges River Council Local Government Area (LGA) reside outside the LGA.
Accordingly, it is important to recognise that the Hurstville City Centre’s emerging commercial
development along with the medium and high density development and subsequent recreational
usage needs generated in the local catchment will continue to be shaped by the principles and
objectives for Hurstville City Centre, informed by:
 the Hurstville City Centre Masterplan (2004);
 Hurstville City Centre Public Domain Plan (2007)
 Hurstville City Centre Urban Design Options (2009);
 the Review of Commercial Core Zone in Hurstville LEP 2012 (2015); and
 Hurstville City Centre Urban Design Strategy (June 2018).
The latest study to influence active and passive recreational usage is the Hurstville City Centre
Urban Design Strategy 2018. The resulting planning outcomes also strengthen Hurstville City
Centre and surrounds as a Strategic Centre, in line with objectives and targets in the NSW
Government’s Greater Sydney Region Plan ‘A Metropolis of Three Cities’ and the Greater
Sydney Commission’s Plan South District Plan 2018.
Importantly, and because of this planning, Hurstville City Centre is now a main transport
interchange in the region being well connected via public transport to the Eastern Suburbs & the
southern suburbs (via the Illawarra Train Line). At a site level, a bus route along Dora Street
links Hurstville Oval and the Hurstville City Centre. The site is readily accessible by car from the
immediate surrounding area and beyond, being in close proximity to Forest Road to the south,
Stoney Creek Road to the north and with direct links to the M5 and Princes Highway by way of
Dora Street and nearby King Georges Road. This connectivity not only provides local
accessibility and influence on usage needs and trends but also provides for ready ingress for
regional use with direct accessibility to the North, South, West and East (see Figure 5).

2

Source – idCommunity Demographics
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Figure 4 – Hurstville LEP 2012 Land Use Zones

Figure 5 – Public Transport Connectivity (Source - Hurstville City Centre Urban Design Strategy 2018 SJB
Architects)
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5. Visitor Use and Recreation Value
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve offer a well-maintained and attractive combined and
complementary open space that supports both high level active sporting use, passive use and
creates opportunities for both sporting, community and cultural events for local and regional visitors.
Hurstville Oval is seen as one of the major sporting hubs of Georges River Council and has a long
history dating back to the early 1900’s being used by the community for both organised sport and
passive recreation. Hurstville Oval is recognised firstly as a first-class cricket venue currently being
used by St George District Cricket Club for the Sydney Grade Cricket Competition and is being
increasingly used by Cricket NSW and Cricket Australia in recognition of the quality of the oval,
wicket table and facilities. Additionally, the oval has one of only four active velodromes within the
Sydney metropolitan area and is currently being used by St George Amateur Cycling Club. During
winter the site is used for football and rugby league.
Visitors approaching the site from Hurstville City Centre first encounter Hurstville Oval, which
appears enclosed and not readily accessible to the wider community with much emphasis of the site
configured on its primary use as a first-class cricket venue and velodrome. Whilst management of
the oval space does not aim to exclude wider community access and use, there is a sense of
division of space that can limit the enjoyment of the heritage, landscape and open space values of
the oval. The perceived division of space largely attributable to the requirement for security fencing
around the oval also carries over into management of the whole site when considering Timothy
Reserve. The lack of flow from one to the other exacerbates this sense of separate space and may
lead to varied user experience and satisfaction. Similarly, when approaching from the northern side
of the combined space through Timothy Reserve, Hurstville Oval again appears as enclosed and
detached.
The historic development of the site has somewhat enabled this division with the original oval space
created with much focus in the early 20th Century of achieving the character and identity that the site
presents today, being a first-class cricket venue used for state and international fixtures. The latter
addition of the Timothy Reserve as an “add on” community space has established and perpetuated
the identity of this end of the site. It remains a well-used local space offering a mix of passive and
active recreation areas for a range of ages and provides for overflow and support of the Hurstville
Oval site. Most recently the site has become a popular venue for daily Tai Chi practice. During major
events, the site supports, complements and provides overflow open space to Hurstville Oval.

6. Access and Circulation
The rectangular site when considering the combined Timothy Reserve and Hurstville Oval sites has
as its boundaries Dora, Gordon, Patrick and Timothy Streets. As discussed in Part A and as shown in
Figure 1 the surrounding local area to the north is dominated by low density residential houses of one
to three storeys. The areas to the south of the site consist of higher density development continuing
through to the Hurstville City Centre.
Dora and Patrick Streets provide connectivity between the major arterial roads of Forest Road, King
Georges Road, Stoney Creek Road and the M5. Whilst traffic data is not available for Patrick Street,
Park Road which is parallel to Patrick Street carries some 2000 vehicles per hour during the peak,
which suggests that the road network surrounding the park can be busy with through traffic during the
peak. Parking is also an issue for users of the park. During site visits during working hours, minimal
parking availability was observed on the perimeter streets which may be attributable to competition for
residential parking and or commuter parking given the proximity to the Hurstville City Centre and
transport hub.
There is presently no public parking provision within Hurstville Oval or Timothy Reserve. There is
however, a lot of public parking in the proximity of the Hurstville City Centre but this is not readily
communicated to users of the park and oval and may also present opportunities for a park and ride
service during larger planned events.
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The site has three primary entry points on Dora Street which are connected and serviced by
pedestrian only footpaths along Dora Street and Gordon Street linking pedestrian access through to
the Hurstville City Centre. The entry at the corner of Dora and Gordon Streets provides access for
both users and maintenance and delivery vehicles, the configuration of which introduces conflict and
hazards for both the community and maintenance staff over the available space and movement of
both users and the various plant and equipment required for maintaining the oval and surrounds. A
secondary entry / exit point is located on Patrick Street near Elizabeth Street. At this location, there is
a distinct lack of connectivity for pram and mobility users with the low density residential area to the
north of Patrick Street. The current configuration forces pram and mobility users traversing from
Elizabeth Street onto the intersection side of the calming device in Patrick Street. A lack of ramps on
Timothy Reserve side of Patrick Street forces these users to travel against the traffic on Patrick Street
to pass parked cars to access the entry and path that traverse Timothy Reserve through to Dora
Street. There are no footpaths and therefore no ramps on Timothy Street or Patrick Street, with the
latter showing considerable wear indicative of pedestrian traffic directed to the park entry points at the
southern end of Patrick Street and to Dora Street via Gordon Street. There is no circuit pathway
linking the obvious four corners of the combined Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve.
Internally, a path from Dora Street runs through Timothy Reserve to Patrick Street and serves to
divide Timothy Reserve from Hurstville Oval as the path exits onto Patrick Street and does not
connect into any other path networks. Numerous pedestrian accesses into Hurstville Oval provide
pedestrian access/egress and, when a dividing gate is open, also allow for access from Hurstville
Oval to Timothy Reserve. There is no pram, mobility access through to Timothy Reserve from
Hurstville Oval despite this gate access, due to level changes across the site.

7. Heritage Values
The NSW Office of Environment and Heritage maintains the State Heritage Register - a list of places
and objects of particular importance to the people of NSW. The register lists over 1,650 items, in both
private and public ownership. Listing on the State Heritage Register means the item:
 is of particular importance to the people of NSW and enriches understanding of our history
and identity;
 is legally protected as a heritage item under the NSW Heritage Act 1977
 requires approval from the Heritage Council of NSW for major changes
 is eligible for financial incentives from the NSW and Commonwealth governments
A search of the NSW State Heritage Inventory was completed to identify any significant Aboriginal
and Non-Aboriginal Heritage listed for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve. The search results have
been divided into three sections.
 Section 1 - contains Aboriginal Places declared by the Minister for the Environment under the
National Parks and Wildlife Act. This information is provided by the Heritage Division. There
were no items returned from this search.
 Section 2 - contains heritage items listed by the Heritage Council of NSW under the NSW
Heritage Act. This includes listing on the State Heritage Register, an Interim Heritage Order or
protected under section 136 of the NSW Heritage Act. This information is provided by the
Heritage Division. There were no items returned from this search.
 Section 3 - contains items listed by local councils on Local Environmental Plans under the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 and State government agencies under
s.170 of the Heritage Act. The search confirmed a listing for Hurstville Oval and Velodrome.
Items are assessed against the State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to determine the level of
significance. It was identified that the site is relatively intact and is representative of both a typical
velodrome and suburban oval and together have a strong historical association with cycling and other
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recreational and sporting activities in the Hurstville LGA. Penny-farthings once raced on what is now
Hurstville Oval, even before the cycling club formed in 1909. The oval also has a proud history of
cricket - Sir Donald Bradman was a member of the St George District Cricket Club for seven years
until 1933 - and rugby league, which have co-existed with cycling for almost a century.
Further, the velodrome inside Hurstville Oval is one of only four velodromes in Sydney and has strong
associations with elite cyclists such as Dunc Gray, who raced and trained at the velodrome in the
1930’s, through to more contemporary stars including current world champion Kaarle McCulloch.
Statutory heritage protection is provided in accord with the Hurstville LEP 2012 with recommends
management measures being that original buildings should be retained and conserved and that a
Heritage Assessment and Heritage Impact Statement should be prepared for the site prior to any
major works being undertaken. This listing covered under the LEP includes the original grandstand,
velodrome, gates and ticketing booth only. Booth-Saunders Pavilion, amenities & toilet blocks, glass
observation media room, terraced spectator seats and the later section of the grandstand are
excluded from listing.

8. Landscape and Amenity Values
The original seven-acre site, Hurstville Park, when dedicated as a Public Park in 1899 was boggy with
a one metre deep water course running through it. The emerging popularity of the sport of cricket in
the early 1900s and the lack of an oval on which to play led to ongoing development and reduction of
natural attributes of the site with the aim of establishing an oval of sufficiently high standard for
cricket. Hurstville Park became enclosed by a post and rail fence, the remnant native eucalypts were
felled and exotic trees were planted to compliment the oval setting.
The current landscape and amenity reflects this history with some older and replacement plantings
retained along the perimeter of the combined site with the Oval’s landscape character derived from
the desire for exotic plantings typical of the early 1900’s. Over time this has resulted in duality of the
amenity which differs when viewed from within looking out from the Oval compared to looking into the
oval through the developed landscape and built form.
The site provides an opportunity for active recreation and compatible informal recreation activities
which are accessible to the community. It is a valued open space area within an increasingly
developed suburban and nearby commercial area.

9. Assets and Infrastructure
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve have undergone ongoing development and creation of assets
and infrastructure over its long history since dedication in 1899. The history of the site and required
conservation of buildings and facilities over the life of the site has resulted in varied age, condition and
fit for purpose attributes across the built form.
Hurstville Oval currently includes the following assets and infrastructure:
 A high standard oval with turf wicket hosting first class cricket during summer and football
and rugby league during winter;
 A floodlit sealed velodrome;
 Heritage, ‘Art Deco’ style ticket entry gateway;
 Dunbar Pavilion and grandstand with player facilities;
 Booth and Saunders Pavilion (includes provision for maintenance and storage);
 Glass media and observation block;
 Amenities toilet block (also accessible from Timothy Reserve);
 Scoreboard;
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 Sight screens (cricket) and enclosed fencing;
 Enclosed practice cricket wickets;
 Long jump pit;
 Terrace spectator seating;
 Maintenance car park and storage area;
 Formal Terraced Gardens and mature select tree plantings; and
 A small local-level3 playground.
Timothy Reserve currently includes:
 An enclosed district-level4 playground with bark mulch soft fall and shade structure;
 A junior rubber soft fall cycle/walking track within the playground;
 Fitness station;
 A well maintained passive / kick about grass area;
 A rubber soft fall multi-use half court;
 An enclosed practice turf wicket table;
 An enclosed synthetic practice wicket area;
 Picnic tables and benches with shade structure; and
 Electric BBQ

3

Used primarily by people from a residential local area within a safe walking distance of houses nearby. Includes a basic level of playground
equipment and may offer shade, seating and landscaping.

4

Most often used by people nearby but also attracts users from outside the local area. Includes moderate level of play equipment, shade,
access to public amenities, seating and landscaping.
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Part C – Management Framework
Part C outlines the framework within which Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve is to be managed.
Consistent with requirements of the Local Government Act, 1993 the site has been categorised and
the associated objectives listed. Management, future use and development is described and a
Concept Masterplan is also contained in Part C.
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10. Land Categorisation
A central requirement of the LG Act is that all Community Land must be assigned to one or more land
“categories” whereby the land categorisation defines how Council will manage each parcel of land.
Each category has an associated set of objectives in providing guidance to the management of land
so categorised.
In relation to Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve and the Crown Reserve parcel that extends over
much of the site, subsequent changes to CLM Act as discussed in Part A introduces significant
changes to the management of Crown land which are now required to be managed as if it were public
land under the LG Act. In effect the whole of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve is to be considered
as community land for the purposes and requirements of both the LG Act and CLM Act.
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve are currently managed under the dual categories of
‘Sportsground’ and ‘Park’ within a Generic Plan of Management for Sportsgrounds adopted in 2006.
When the amendments to the Crown Land Management Act came into effect on 1 July 2018, Council
was required to categorise all Crown lands managed by Council. In the case of the Crown Reserve at
Hurstville Oval Council provided advice to the Crown that this area be categorised as Park. This
advice effectively superseded the categorisation in the Generic Plan of Management for
Sportsgrounds.
It is proposed under this Plan of Management that Hurstville Oval and supporting built structures, as
well as the site of the proposed new pavilion, be categorised and managed as ‘Sportsground’ and the
remaining areas of the site be categorised and managed as ‘Park’.
In this Plan of Management dual categorisation will apply to the Crown Land parcel (Lot 1 DP919317).
All of Hurstville Oval and associated current and proposed built structures will be managed in accord
with the core objectives of ‘Sportsground’, whilst remaining areas of the park will be managed in
accord with the core objectives of ‘Park’.
The ‘Park’ category has been applied to the area of park and associated parkland facilities such as
playgrounds, seating and amenities - the area categorised as ‘Park’ can be readily identified and is
visually and functionally distinct from Hurstville Oval. Park areas and facilities will be maintained to a
high standard and use of the areas will naturally continue to overlap with Hurstville Oval and the area
categorised as Sportsground.
The spatial extent of the proposed categorisation of land for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve is
shown in Figure 6 (overleaf).
Table 4 below compares both the categorisation of community land under the existing Generic Plan of
Management for Sportsgrounds (2006) and Council’s advice to the Crown regarding categorisation of
Crown Land in 2018 with the categorisations proposed in this Plan of Management. Where there is a
change in the proposed categorisation between Plans and the categorisation advice Council supplied
the Crown in 2018, the LG Act requires that a council must hold a public hearing in relation to a
proposed plan of management (including a plan of management that affects lands within an existing
plan of management) if the proposed plan would have the effect of categorising, or altering the
categorisation of, community land.
Such a public hearing is typically held during the public exhibition of the relevant Draft Plan of
Management and provides the community with the opportunity to make formal comment on the
categorisations proposed within the proposed Draft Plan of Management.
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Land Parcel

Initial
categorisation
advice to Crown

Lot 1 DP 919317
Crown

Park

Lot 53 DP9355

N/A

Category in Generic
Sportsground PoM,
2006

Proposed category in
Hurstville Oval and
Timothy Reserve PoM

Public Hearing
Required

Not
applicable
(superseded by 2018
advice to the Crown)

Part Sportsground
Part Park

Yes

Sportsground and Park

Park

Yes

Table 4 – Comparison of Land Categorisation

Figure 6 – Land Categorisation as per the LG Act – Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve.

The objectives for each category give a broad strategic direction for management of this land, which
is the same for all categories across NSW. This Plan of Management applies the following two land
categories to Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve:
 Sportsground; and
 Park
The core objectives for management of Community land categorised as Sportsground are:
(a) to encourage, promote and facilitate recreational pursuits in the community involving
organised and informal sporting activities and games, and
(b) to ensure that such activities are managed having regard to any adverse impact on nearby
residences.
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The core objectives for management of Community land categorised as Park are:
(a) to encourage, promote and facilitate recreational, cultural, social and educational pastimes
and activities;
(b) to provide for passive recreational activities or pastimes and for the casual playing of
games; and
(c) to improve the land in such a way as to promote and facilitate its use to achieve the other
core objectives for its management.

11. Management - Future Use and Development
11.1

Future use and development

It is expected that new activities, developments and structures may be proposed in response to an
application for proposed use of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve or as triggered by an opportunity
for funding or to address a need or management requirement that may not be evident during
community and stakeholder consultation and / or subsequent preparation of this Plan of Management.
The LG Act, Section 36 states that a Plan of Management must expressly authorise any proposed or
potential developments on community land. The following authorisation is provided generally. Any
specific works will require further investigation, and development approval as required.

11.2

Legislative requirements for future use and development

Permissible uses and developments at Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve must be in accordance
with relevant legislation, particularly:
 RE1 Public Recreation zoning under the Hurstville Local Environmental Plan 2012
o

To enable land to be used for public open space or recreational purposes;

o

To provide a range of recreational settings and activities and compatible land uses;
and

o

To protect and enhance the natural environment for recreational purposes.

 guidelines for and core objectives of the relevant categories of community land under the LG
Act
 uses for which leases, licences and other estates may be granted on community land under
the LG Act.

11.3

Preferred future uses

Hurstville Oval is generally intended to be used during the summer sporting season for:
 Local and Representative Cricket;
 Cycling
 School sporting use; and
 informal recreation, social/community and other activities compatible with the categorisation of
‘Sportsground’.
During the winter sporting season, Hurstville Oval is generally intended to be used for:
 Local and Representative Football;
 Local and Representative Rugby League;
 School sporting use; and
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 Informal recreation, social/community and other activities compatible with the categorisation of
‘Sportsground’.
Timothy Reserve and other areas categorised as ‘Park’ is generally intended to be used for:
 Recreational activities or pastimes and for the casual playing of games; and
 Social/community and other activities compatible with the categorisation of ‘Park’.
Developments and structures are limited to those which support the desired activities, consistent with
the Concept Masterplan (Figure 7).
Any use or development that would further encroach on the open space of the site should be
minimised, unless it can be shown that the proposed use or development is a more efficient use of the
space, has a community benefit, and is consistent with the objectives of this Plan of Management.
Permitted uses and developments must all support and enhance the other values of the site i.e. open
space and recreation.

11.4

Impacts on adjoining land uses

Uses and activities permitted at Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve must consider the impacts on
local residents, workers and adjoining land uses in terms of noise, lighting, traffic and parking.

11.5

Other considerations

Criteria for assessing proposals for new activities and/or developments at Hurstville Oval and Timothy
Reserve should consider:
 the objectives of this Plan of Management (Section 1);
 Council’s Management Goals and other plans and policies (Section 2);
 Land categorisation and objectives (Section 10); and
 Preferred use (Section 11)

11.6

Prohibited activities

Activities that are not consistent with core objectives of the Reserve purpose of Public Park are
prohibited on the Crown land portion of the site. Similarly, activities and uses that are not consistent
with the core objectives of the Community Land category (sportsground or park) are also prohibited.
Certain activities at Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve may also be prohibited by the land use
zoning of the site and Georges River Council may prohibit certain activities from time to time.
Prohibited use will be communicated via Council bookings, leases and licence agreements, or
otherwise communicated where prohibited activities may be temporary.

11.7

Buildings and structures

11.7.1 Express authorisation
This Plan of Management expressly authorises development of new buildings and structures, and
redevelopment/refurbishment buildings and structures, which support the desired use of Hurstville
Oval and Timothy Reserve.
Such buildings and structures will be consistent with:
 the Concept Masterplan and any subsequent detailed design plans;
 The Hurstville LEP 2012 and any applicable Development Control Plans;
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 The Building Code of Australia;
 Access to new facilities on the site and any refurbishment of those structures will be provided
according to Design for Access and Mobility Standards;
 Access and seating requirements for people with disabilities and compliance with Disability
Discrimination Act; and
 Sustainable development and integrate sustainability in terms of energy use, life cycle costs,
source material impacts, and Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD).
Any proposal for the development and use of buildings, structures and spaces at Hurstville Oval and
Timothy Reserve will be considered on merit and benefits to the community and balanced against
physical constraints and the amenity of adjoining residents and land uses.

11.8

Scale and intensity of use and development

11.8.1 Organised Sport Use
The Plan of Management specifically authorises activities at Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve
which may attract high numbers of people including organised sport activities and training, school
sport competitions, commercial activities and one-off community events and performances.
The allocation of Hurstville Oval for organised sport and school sport will comply with Council’s
seasonal allocations process. Applications for permissible activities will be assessed on a case-bycase basis.
The scale and intensity of such activities will be managed by Council’s booking process and
associated conditions of use.
11.8.2 Informal Use
The intensity of use of informal recreation facilities across Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve and
settings (such as playgrounds, fitness station and the multipurpose half-court and picnic areas) would
be determined by users of the site.
11.8.3 Traffic and parking
The impact of traffic and parking associated with organised sport or community events on local
residents and businesses will be managed by preparing a Traffic and Parking Plan on a case-by-case
basis for consideration by Council when granting consent for such activities / events.

11.9

Assessment and approval of permissible uses and developments

Georges River Council must expressly authorise proposed developments on community land under
the LG Act. This authorisation in a Plan of Management gives ‘in principle’ support for activities and
developments consistent with the objectives for land categorisation to proceed to development
assessment under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
This Plan of Management does not in itself imply or grant consent for activities or developments. Any
proposed uses and developments which are consistent with this Plan of Management must still be
referred for development consent, and where required be advertised widely for information and to
invite comment. Any subsequent application for development consent would be supported by and
assessed against this Plan of Management.
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11.10 Use agreements
11.10.1

Authorisation of current use agreements

The following use agreements are in place for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve:
 Short Term Temporary Agreement – St George District Cricket Club.
11.10.2

Authorisation of future leases, licences and other estates

Granting of leases, licences, other estates and easements for the use or occupation of Hurstville Oval
and Timothy Reserve are permissible for uses consistent with:
 Section 3.23 of the CLM Act;
 the uses listed in Sections 46 and 47 of the LG Act;
 the guidelines and core objectives for the Sportsground and Park categories of community
land;
 zoning under the Hurstville LEP 2012 and conditions of development consent if required; and
 this Plan of Management.
In addition to the conditions provided within the authorisations, the granting of a lease, licence or
other estate must also:
 Be in keeping with the purpose, category and core objectives of the land;
 Have no negative impact on historical or heritage sites;
 Not alienate the Park unreasonably;
 Be ecologically sustainable;
 Have a component of community benefit;
 Demonstrate a clear nexus between the activity and the Park;
 Not result in overuse of the area or conflict with community use of the area;
 Ensure traffic and parking implications are considered; and
 Be in accordance with all Council policies and procedures governing the use of open space.
Sub-leases are permissible where a lease arrangement has been entered into with Council for
community land. Any proposed sub-leasing of the land must be in accordance with the requirements
of Section 47C of the LG Act.
Proposed leases, licences and other estates authorised for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve are
presented in Table 5 below.

Commercial Uses

Land to which authorisation
applies
Sportsground and Park

Function Centre

Sportsground and Park

Proposed Use

Express authorisation of lease, licence or other estate
Commercial uses which support the use of Hurstville Oval and
Timothy Reserve for sport, informal recreation, and
social/community activities, such as high profile sporting
events, personal fitness training, outdoor cinema and mobile
food/beverage vans.
This Plan of Management expressly authorises the lease,
licence or grant of any other estate over the land categorised
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Catering

Sportsground and Park

as Sportsground for the use of any internal areas as a function
centre. The function centre may be hired for the purpose of
events whereby there may be the distribution of alcoholic
beverages, restaurant food and entertainment.
This Plan of Management expressly authorises the lease,
licence or grant of any other estate over the catering facilities
within that land categorised as Sportsground. This includes the
area used to prepare food and the temporary canteens on the
grounds. The canteens may serve prepared snacks, packaged
and prepared foods with alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages
to take away.
The canteens are to be supportive of and ancillary to the
function of the sportsground.

Advertising

Sportsground and Park

Internal advertising, where it is supportive of the desired uses
of the land and the placing of advertising material on the
ground and buildings is consistent with State Environmental
Planning Policy No. 64 – Advertising and Signage (SEPP 64).
Any new signage would be subject to assessment under the
provisions of SEPP 64 and Hurstville LEP 2012 and any
relevant Development Control Plans.

Naming Rights

Estates

Sportsground and Park

Easements

Sportsground and Park

This Plan of Management expressly authorises the lease,
licence or grant of any other estate over the land categorised
as Sportsground and Park for the purposes of ‘Naming Rights’
of the sportsground section only of Hurstville Oval.
Provision of public utilities and works associated with or
ancillary to public utilities in accordance with the LG Act.
This Plan of Management expressly authorises the granting of
easements over land at Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve to
allow for the provision of pipes, conduits or other connections
under the ground surface. This is limited to easements which
connect premises adjoining community land to an existing
water, sewer, drainage or electricity facility of Council or
another public utility provider that is situated on the land. Such
easements must minimise impacts on the condition and use of
the Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve.

Note that the granting of easements above or on the surface of
community land is not within the authority of this Plan of
Management. These easements include, but are not limited to,
piping from a facility on community land to a facility on private
land, and private vehicular or pedestrian access.
Table 5 – Authorised Leases Licences and Other Estates

11.10.3

Authorisation of Short-term casual use and occupation

Licenses for short-term casual use or occupation for a range of uses may be granted for Hurstville
Oval and Timothy Reserve in accordance with Clause 116 of the Local Government (General)
Regulation 2005.
Authorisation is granted for short-term casual use or occupation of Hurstville Oval and Timothy
Reserve
for the following uses and occupations presented in Table 6.

Proposed Use

Land to which authorisation applies

Sporting events

Sportsground and Park

Express authorisation of short term
casual use or occupation
Seasonal,
one-off
and
irregular
sporting competitions and training.
School sports carnivals
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Social/Community Events
Social/community events

Other short-term uses of community
land

Sportsground and Park

Sportsground and Park

One-off or occasional
events such as markets.

community

One-off or occasional cultural, musical
or entertainment events.
Short term/temporary uses in the Local
Government Act 1993 and the Local
Government (General) Regulation
2005 including:
- playing of a musical instrument or
singing for fee or reward
- engaging in a trade or business
- playing of a lawful game or sport
- delivery of a public address
- commercial photographic sessions
- picnics and private celebrations e.g.
weddings, family gatherings
- filming sessions
- markets and / or temporary stalls
including food stalls.
- corporate functions
- other special events/ promotions
provided they are on a scale
appropriate to the use of the area and
to the benefit and enjoyment of the
local community.
- emergency purposes, including
training, when the need arises.

Table 6 – Authorised Short Term Use

The use or occupation of any community land for short-term or casual licence shall not involve the
erection of any permanent building or structure with all short-term casual uses and occupation subject
to Council’s standard conditions for hire, approval processes, and booking fees.
Short-term and casual occupation of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve shall be in accord with a
temporary licence as issued by Council with users and occupiers subject to conditions of hire. Fees
and Charges applicable for short-term, casual bookings will be in accordance with Georges River
Council advertised fees and charges.
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12. Concept Masterplan
A Masterplan provides the broad management direction and layout intended for the future use and
development of an open space area. As resources are identified to implement specific elements of the
Masterplan, each element will be subject to a detailed design process and approval process and
involve community consultation where appropriate and as Council’s planning approvals require.
It is intended that the Masterplan presented in Figure 7 be implemented over time as resources
become available.
Key elements of the Masterplan are outlined below:
 Construction of a new double storey community pavilion on the eastern side of Hurstville Oval.
 The new pavilion will cater for top grade sports and the community incorporating:
o Public amenities with DDA compliance;
o 2 Change Rooms (including unisex showers, toilets etc);
o Referees/Umpires Room;
o Medical Room (including a doping control room);
o Canteen;
o Storage
o First floor viewing area with office and deck
 Reconfiguration of the Hurstville Oval perimeter security fencing to enable secured events /
sporting fixtures while providing for accessibility to surrounding parklands outside of scheduled
events;
 Removal of existing boundary fencing along Gordon and Patrick Streets, retention of trees and
replacement of shrub plantings with lawn for public access;
 New spectator seating at the south-eastern perimeter of the oval;
 Upgrade of existing terrace seating at western perimeter of the oval;
 Establishment of new entry from Gordon Street to avoid conflict with intersection with Dora
Street;
 Increased shade planting to park areas;
 Perimeter pathways connecting all entries to Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve;
 Upgrade and construction of new all abilities access to all entries;
 Upgrade of all entry points to Timothy Reserve;
 Retention and ongoing maintenance/upgrade of all listed Heritage items, including velodrome
and Art Deco entry along Dora Street;
 Upgrade of existing toilet facility to enable all abilities access;
 Upgrade of existing turf practice wickets run ups to include a synthetic playing surface to
increase carrying capacity and reduce wear and tear of natural turf run ups and incorporate an
active playspace available to community use outside cricket club scheduled/licenced use;
 Reconfiguration of contours at the interface of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve to
increase extent of level open grassed areas within Timothy Reserve; and
 Reconfigure access pathway network between Dora Street and Patrick Street to incorporate
all abilities access and connectivity to Hurstville Oval and Timothy Street.
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Figure 7 – Concept Master Plan – Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve
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13. Prioritisation and Implementation
To ensure that the vision and objectives are prioritised and implemented a clear set of strategies that
can be readily implemented is required. Provided in the tables following are a series of strategies that
fall under the following headings:
 Urban Context
 Access and Circulation
 Leisure and Recreation
 Buildings, Infrastructure and Services
 Landscape Character
 Environmental and Cultural Heritage
These strategies will form the basis of future actions that need to be implemented to ensure that the
vision and objectives can be achieved. These strategies should be considered closely with the
Masterplan and its recommendations.
Issues, constraints and opportunities outlined in Section 3.0 Basis for Management inform the
strategies to be undertaken in the improvement and upgrading of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve.
These strategies are based on an overall objective for each category and are prioritised with the
provision of a sound park structure, public safety and amenity, and high-perceived improvement as the
items of greatest importance.
Responsibilities for undertakings and specific policy are shown in broad terms only.

14. Management Actions
The following Action Tables present a variety of management actions – comprising both policies and
management directions or guidelines, as well as more specific on-ground or tangible actions that will
implement the management direction of the Concept Masterplan.
The management actions have been identified in response to Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve
values, the threats to these values and other management issues, community values and aspirations as
expressed through the various community consultation measures during the Plan’s preparation, and the
stated vision and management objectives for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve.
The management actions vary in scale of initiatives / actions proposed to be undertaken all of which
require either recurrent Council commitment in the form of personnel and funding or one off allocated
funding for specific initiatives in the Plan of Management. The implementation of the Plan will
necessarily be staged over time.
Management Actions have been grouped into specific value or operational areas (which approximate
the value descriptions used in the preceding sections of the Plan), as follows:
 Site Unification;
 Access and Circulation;
 Leisure, Sport and Recreation;
 Buildings and Facilities;
 Landscape and Environment;
 Leases and Licences; and
 Park Management.
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The Action Tables also include an indication of the order of resources required, priority and
implementation responsibilities for each management action – as a guide to the Plan’s implementation
or operation.
Resource requirements are generalised according to the following categories:
 negligible or minor – actions that are routinely part of the Reserve’s management and can be
met from normal Reserve or Council operational budgets;
 moderate – actions that will require special allocations in the Reserve’s or Council’s operational
budgets, additional resourcing, may extend over a number of funding cycles, and/or require a
level of capital works funding;
 high – actions that are significant projects, typically requiring sizeable capital works or other
funding; and
 not applicable (n/a) – actions that are of a policy nature or guidelines, that do not have a
resource requirement attached or where implementation / operational costs are part of other
actions.
The identified priorities give an indication of both the relative importance, and preferred timing, of each
action as follows:
 High – Essential to achievement of the management objectives for Hurstville Oval and Timothy
Reserve, or where there is potential for the public to be exposed to an unacceptable level of risk,
or there is potential for a serious threat to the values or asset condition and warranting funding
consideration until achieved.
 Medium – These actions are desirable to enhance achievement of the management objectives
for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve, or to address issues that meet a significant community
need, or to improve management outcomes and ideally should be implemented within the life of
this Plan.
 Low – These actions are useful for the overall management of Hurstville Oval and Timothy
Reserve or address issues that have longer-term impacts (such as meeting less urgent
community needs or improving inefficient services) and should be undertaken if resources
permit.
 Where relevant, actions have also been identified as “Ongoing” – where the action in question
will apply or continue throughout management of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve and/or
the life of this Plan.
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14.1

Site Unification

Objective:
To unify the site.

Action
Action
No.

Implementation
Resource
Estimation

Priority

Responsibility

Performance
Target

Means of
Assessment

Site naming
nomenclature.

Observation.

SU1

Reinstate the original name of “Hurstville Park” to unify the whole site.
Consider renaming the Oval based on the heritage and historical
significance of a former player i.e. Arthur Morris or Bill O’Reilly.

Negligible

Medium

Council

SU2

Install consistent signage throughout the site that will identify the site as
“Hurstville Park.”

Negligible

Medium

Council

SU3

Install signage to clearly define the hours of opening for oval and amenity
access to the wider community.

Negligible

Medium

Council

SU4

Install signage to identify user restrictions such as dog use, alcohol
consumption etc.

Negligible

Medium

Council

SU5

Install directional and park identity signage to assist and guide pedestrian
access from the Hurstville City Centre, Forest Road and Queens Road.

Negligible

Medium

Council

14.2

User group
satisfaction and
feedback.
Recorded patterns
of use, and
demonstrably
Equitable access to
equitable access.
the entire site.
User group
satisfaction and
feedback.
Number of
enforcement
Compliance.
actions. User group
satisfaction and
feedback.
Site naming
nomenclature.

Promotion of freely
Observation. User
publicly accessible
feedback.
open space.

Access and Circulation

Objective:
To improve access and circulation through Timothy Reserve and Hurstville Oval to meet the objectives and commitments of Council’s Community Strategic
Plan 2018-2028 – Pillar 3 Active and accessible places and spaces – “Everyone has access to a range of active and passive recreation facilities” and also the
objectives and commitments of Council’s Disability Inclusion Action Plan 2017-2021, “to improve all-abilities access and compliance with DDA”.
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Implementation
Action
Action
No.

Resource
Estimation

Priority

Responsibility

Performance
Target

Means of
Assessment
Observed usage
levels. User
feedback.

AC1

Improve the park’s connectivity with Hurstville City Centre. Establish a
cycleway / shared zone on Dora Street to Hurstville City Centre.

Moderate

Medium

Council

Improved
pedestrian and
cycle linkages to
site.

AC2

Upgrade / Install new all abilities refuge crossings at all road intersections
surrounding the Park.

Moderate

High

Council

Improved all ability
access.

Observation

AC3

Establish dedicated disability parking space(s) as part of any new building
development and introduction of carparking areas within the park and oval.

Moderate

High

Council

Disability parking
spaces within site.

Number of
disability parking
spaces.

AC4

Improve street frontage and pedestrian accessibility along Gordon Street.
Retain existing trees. Shrub planting to be reconfigured and include open
lawn for public access.

Moderate

High

Council

AC5

Investigate 'park and ride' service from external parking areas in Hurstville
City Centre.

High

Low

Council

AC6

Install restricted parking signage along Timothy Street to enable short term
parking (1-2 hours) availability for playground and casual park users.

Negligible

Moderate

Council

Negligible

Moderate

Council

High

High

Council

High

High

Council

Improved park
entry

Observation. User
group satisfaction
and feedback.

Moderate

Medium

Council

Heritage values
protected.

Observation.

High

High

Council

Enhanced
Observation. User
pedestrian access group satisfaction
to Hurstville Oval.
and feedback.

High

High

Council

Enhanced
Observation. User
pedestrian and all
group satisfaction
abilities access to
and feedback.
Timothy Reserve.

AC7
AC8

AC9

AC10

AC11

AC12

Provide an on-street “drop off” zone or pull-in bay (3-5 minute parking) in
Dora Street for Hurstville Oval users and also in Timothy Street or Patrick
Street for park and playground users.
Replace and modernise perimeter fencing for the park and include capacity
to enabled managed access into the Oval during events or scheduled
matches.
Improve formal entry points into Hurstville Oval at corner of Dora and
Gordon Street to improve aesthetics and provide a more inviting park entry.
Existing entry driveway to maintenance area to be removed and a new entry
created further along Gordon Street as per the Concept Master Plan.
Retain and upgrade entry points at the Dora and Gordon Street corner and
the Heritage Art Deco ticket gate entry including Arthur Morris Gateway from
Dora Street. Commit to higher level of maintenance to preserve and protect
the Heritage values.
Develop a new formal access entry point in conjunction with development of
the new community pavilion.
Upgrade entry points into Timothy Reserve with all abilities paved forecourt
at Dora Street entry and create new entry at intersection of Timothy and
John Streets.
Upgrade all abilities access at Timothy and Patrick Street to enhance

Enhanced
pedestrian access
from Gordon
Street.
Use of off- site
parking
opportunities by
users.
Improved
accessibility for
park users.
Improved
accessibility for
park users
Enhanced
pedestrian access
to Hurstville Oval.

Observation.
Implementation of
service, and user
levels.
Observation.
Observation.
Observation. User
group satisfaction
and feedback.
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accessibility from the surrounding local area.
AC13

Liaise with Transport for NSW to include “Hurstville Park” naming as part of
all signage for those bus stops adjacent or close to the Park and include
directional signage at the Hurstville transport hub.

AC14

Create a circuit path around all street frontages of Timothy Reserve and
Hurstville Oval linking the formal access corners to help achieve unification
and identity of the site.

High

High

Council

Enhanced
pedestrian and all Observation. User
abilities access to group satisfaction
and within Timothy
and feedback.
Reserve.

AC15

Consider the introduction of ‘memorial’ seating as a user pay method of
improving and maintaining a high level of seating provision throughout the
park.

n/a

Low

Council

Additional seating.

AC16

Install lighting for pedestrians and passive areas to enable safe and
extended use of the Park.

Moderate

High

Council

AC17

Provide pathway linkages to playground entrance gateways in Timothy
Reserve.

Moderate

High

Council

14.3

Moderate

Low

Council
Transport for NSW

Site naming
nomenclature.

Observation.

Observation.

Observation. User
Enhanced visitor
group satisfaction
safety and amenity.
and feedback.
Observation. User
Improved access to
group satisfaction
playground.
and feedback.

Leisure, Sport and Recreation

Objective:
The proposed actions and directions seek primarily to unify and enhance the current user experience, access and participation in active and passive
recreation pursuits across both Timothy Reserve and Hurstville Oval.
Action
Action
No.

LSR1

Maintain the oval as a venue for the current winter sporting uses of rugby
league and football.

LSR2

Maintain the oval primarily as a cricket venue in summer, but also catering
for other sporting uses where these can be accommodated and adequately
managed.

Implementation
Resource
Estimation

Priority

Responsibility

Performance
Target

NA

Medium

Council
User Groups

Equitable
(seasonal) access /
use of the sporting
facilities.

Medium

Council
User Groups

Equitable
(seasonal) access /
use of the sporting
facilities.

NA

Means of
Assessment
Recorded patterns
of use, and
demonstrably
equitable access.
User group
satisfaction and
feedback.
Recorded patterns
of use, and
demonstrably
equitable access.
User group
satisfaction and
feedback.
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LSR3

Maintain the velodrome for cycling events, casual use and wider community
use. Manage and maintain the velodrome in accordance with its Heritage
status.

Minor

Medium

Council

LSR4

Maintain public access to the Oval and surrounds for the wider community
for informal recreation. Upgrade and increase opportunities for picnic/lunch
areas and improve perceived non-permeability.

NA

High

Council

LSR5

Install new perimeter fencing. Design and manage such that access is
maintained outside of scheduled sporting and community events and
securing of the facility overnight. Install appropriate signage to communicate
the management and timing of access.

High

High

Council

LSR6

LSR7

LSR8

LSR9

Following the development of the new community pavilion (Refer to BF3),
configure the licenced space to include a general access/purpose area – for
activities such as fitness/exercise sessions, Pilates or yoga classes,
community group use, meetings, small functions, etc.
Repair and or replace/upgrade elements of the existing district-level
playground in Timothy Reserve as and when required, and continue
maintenance of this facility in a safe and serviceable and attractive
condition. Consider configuring the internal space of the fenced playground
to enable Tai Chi participants (who may also be carers) to practice from
within the playground.
Overcome ground surface level changes in Timothy Reserve to remove
height difference between Timothy Reserve and Hurstville Oval in order to
enhance kickabout area and create a more level turf area and increased
provision for informal sport and recreational use of Timothy Reserve.
Remove cricket practice area and long jump pit within Hurstville Oval.
Remove junior play equipment and install a hub of outdoor adult fitness
equipment and shade cover near Gordon / Patrick Street corner of
Hurstville Oval.

Upgrade the run up area for synthetic practice wickets and modify to
LSR10 accommodate enhancement and development of Park entry from Dora
Street.

NA

Medium

Recorded patterns
of use, and
Equitable access /
demonstrably
use of the sporting equitable access.
facilities.
User group
satisfaction and
feedback.
Optimal access / Observation. User
use of oval for
group satisfaction
informal leisure,
and feedback.
recreation and
community use.
Observation. User
Optimal access / group satisfaction
and feedback.
use of oval for
informal leisure,
recreation and
community use.

Council
User Groups

Recorded patterns
of use, and
Access to
demonstrably
community pavilion
equitable access.
outside of
User group
organised events.
satisfaction and
feedback.

Moderate

High

Council

Regular asset
Safe and
condition
serviceable
assessment. User
playground facility. group satisfaction
and feedback.

High

High

Council

Increased provision
Observation. User
of usable space for
group satisfaction
informal sport and
and feedback.
recreation.

Moderate

Medium

Council

Moderate

High

Council

Observation. User
Increased provision
group satisfaction
of adult equipment.
and feedback.
Improved practice
Observation. User
facility and
group satisfaction
enhanced park
and feedback.
entry area.
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LSR11

Install pedestrian lighting to enable dusk/evening use and safe access
through the park.

LSR12 Install lighting in BBQ area for dusk/evening use.
Provide additional low-key passive leisure / recreation furniture and facilities
at appropriate sites as/when warranted. Consider the provision of wifi
LSR13
stations nearby high use areas. Consider use of ‘memorial’ seating as a
user pay alternative to funding casual seating.

14.4

Moderate

Medium

Council

Moderate

Medium

Council

Minor

Medium

Council

Observation. User
Enhanced visitor
group satisfaction
safety and amenity.
and feedback.
Observation. User
Enhanced visitor
group satisfaction
safety and amenity.
and feedback.
Increased facilities Observation. User
for passive leisure group satisfaction
and recreation.
and feedback.

Buildings and Facilities

Objective:
To provide, preserve and maintain all facilities fit for purpose and in recognition of the Park’s Heritage and Historical Values.
Action
Action
No.

Implementation
Resource
Estimation

Priority

Responsibility

BF1

Retain and conserve Dunbar Pavilion and grandstand. Rationalise the
existing Players Rooms and Scoreboard and incorporate provision into new
pavilion and or Booth Saunders Pavilion.

Moderate

High

Council

BF2

Monitor concrete condition of Dunbar Pavilion and repair any subsequent
ongoing occurrence of concrete cancer.

Moderate

Ongoing

Council

Performance
Target

Means of
Assessment
Regular asset
condition
Heritage values of
assessment of
Dunbar Pavilion and
Dunbar Pavilion and
grandstand
grandstand. User
maintained and
group satisfaction
space utilised.
and feedback.
Regular asset
condition
Maintenance of
assessment. User
Dunbar Pavilion.
group satisfaction
and feedback.

Construct a new double story community pavilion with oval frontage to be
located on the eastern side of Hurstville Oval.

BF3

The building to accommodate:
 First class change rooms on the ground floor;
 Public amenities with DDA compliance;
 Referees accommodation
 Medical Room (incorporating doping control room)
 Canteen
 User storage
 First floor viewing area and break out space incorporating
office and deck.

High

High

Council

Provision of
Observation.
additional
Regular asset
community pavilion
condition
for use in high level
assessment.
sporting events and Sporting groups and
community use at
user feedback.
other times.
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BF4

Create new terrace seating and spectator/player links between the new
community pavilion and the Booths Saunders Pavilion including the
upgraded entry at corner of Dora and Gordon Streets.

BF6

High

High

Council

Upgrade and extend existing terrace seating on Dora Street side of the oval.

Moderate

High

Council

BF7

Remove practice wicket and long jump pit at North end of the oval in
conjunction with levelling of space between Timothy Reserve and Oval.

Moderate

High

Council

BF8

As part of enhancement of the Dora and Gordon Street entry, improve and
screen the oval’s maintenance area from public view and access.

BF9

14.5

Retain toilet block for Timothy Reserve users and configure pathways and
flow between Dora St and Timothy Reserve to accommodate the existing
location. Upgrade to ensure DDA compliance.

Moderate

Moderate

High

High

Council

Council

Additional terrace
seating and
Observation.
pedestrian links to Sporting groups and
Booth Saunders
user feedback.
pavilion.
Observation.
Additional terrace
Sporting groups and
seating.
user feedback.
Increased provision
Observation. User
of usable space for
group satisfaction
informal sport and
and feedback.
recreation.
Enhanced
presentation and
aesthetics of
maintenance area.

Observation. User
group satisfaction
and feedback.

Observation.
Regular asset
Improved access to
condition
DDA compliant toilet
assessment. User
facilities.
satisfaction and
feedback.

Landscape and Environment

Objective:
To develop a landscape that reflect the Park’s heritage character and provides safe amenity and relief from surrounding built environment.
Action
Action
No.

LE1

Retain mature trees and replace shrub plantings with lawn to improve
accessibility along Gordon Street and Patrick Street frontage.

Implementation
Resource
Estimation

Priority

Responsibility

Moderate

High

Council

LE2

Link the development of entry points and existing open grassed areas and
circuit pathways with appropriate landscaping treatments.

Moderate

High

Council

LE3

Increase shade plantings in conjunction with circuit pathway along Timothy
Street frontage.

Moderate

High

Council

Performance
Target
Enhanced amenity
and accessibility
along Gordon and
Patrick Street
frontages.
Landscape
treatments enhance
linkages between
entry points and
informal use areas.
Additional amenity
shade in Timothy

Means of
Assessment
Observation. User
group satisfaction
and feedback.
Observation. User
group satisfaction
and feedback.
Observation. User
group satisfaction
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Reserve.

LE4

Investigate opportunities for installation of passive systems to harvest
rainwater/stormwater for re-use on the oval with storage incorporated into
reconfiguration of levels between Timothy Reserve and the oval.

LE5

Investigate opportunities for utilisation of Solar Power for lighting and facility
power requirements where practicable.

LE6

Ensure the new community pavilion incorporates sustainable design and
function

14.6

High

Low

Council

Moderate

Low

Council

High

High

Council

and feedback.

Stormwater used in
Stormwater
maintaining
harvesting and
landscaped areas
storage
and oval.
opportunities
realised.
Solar power
Solar power
opportunities
supplied to built
realised.
facilities.
Sustainable design Constructed pavilion
elements included in
includes
new pavilion.
sustainability
elements.

Leases and Licences

Objective:
To ensure that management and use of community facilities is in accordance with the requirements and objectives for management of land classified as
community land.
Action
Action
No.

Implementation
Resource
Estimation

Priority

Responsibility

LL1

Enter into leases/licences that:
 Are in keeping with the purpose, category and core
objectives of the land;
 Have no negative impact on Heritage or cultural sites;
 Do not alienate the Park unreasonably;
 Are ecologically sustainable;
 Have a component of community benefit;
 Demonstrate a clear nexus between the activity and the
Park;
 Do not result in overuse of an area or conflict with
community use of the area;
 Ensure traffic and parking implications are addressed; and
 Are in accordance with relevant policies and procedures
and legislation governing the use of open space including
Crown Land management.

LL2

Allow advertising and sponsorship signage to be placed at appropriate
locations within the area categorised as Sportsground that encompasses
Hurstville Oval.

Minor

High

Council

LL3

Consider licencing approval of ad-hoc vendors during sporting and

Minor

High

Council

Minor

High

Council

Performance
Target

Means of
Assessment

Periodic audit of lease,
licence, deed of
Lease, licence, deed
agreement, or other
of agreement, or
permit or hire
other permit or hire
arrangements for
arrangements are
compliance with
fully evaluated prior
assessment
to issue or approval.
procedures and
permissibility.

Advertising and
sponsorship signs
restricted to
Sportsground
precinct.
Events are serviced

Periodic audit of
signage.
Number of licences
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LL4

community events such as coffee carts, food trucks etc as consistent with
Council policies.
Continue and increase the availability of the Park for major community
events, commemorations and celebrations – including commercial or
sponsored events where appropriate e.g. Starlight Cinema.
Explore use and licencing / leasing of the Park’s internal building space for
wider community needs, such as meetings and community activities.

LL5

Minor

High

Council

Minor

High

Council

Examples could include childcare, health services and corporate
meetings/conferences.

LL6

Consider approval of personal trainers to operate within the Park, consistent
with Council’s policies.

Minor

High

Council

LL7

Identify opportunities for increasing utilisation of the various spaces within
the Park that can be booked for casual and regular use.

Minor

High

Council

14.7

by appropriate
temporary vendors.
Increased number
and diversity of
events.

issued to service
events.
Number of licences
issued for event
purposes.
Number of hours per
Increased use of
year building space
building spaces for
utilised for community
community
purposes. Booking
purposes.
and use records.
Licence records and
observation. Licensee
and participant
Personal trainer use
feedback. Park user
of the Park
and neighbour
facilitated, regulated
feedback. Periodic
and managed.
activity / impact
reviews.
Booking / approval
Approved and
managed use of the records. User and
Park for by short- attendee satisfaction
term, casual or once- and feedback. Park
user and neighbour
off “under permit”
feedback / complaints.
activities.

Park Management

Objective:
To ensure increased user safety, enjoyment and satisfaction.
Action
Action
No.
PM1

Ensure management of community land is consistent with the core
objectives for ‘Park’ and ‘Sportsground’ as defined in the Local Government
Act 1993.

PM2

Undertake regular risk assessments across the whole park – especially in
relation to fall/trip hazards and serviceability of park infrastructure and
assets.

Implementation
Resource
Estimation

Priority

Responsibility

NA

High

Council

Minor

High

Council

Performance
Means of
Target
Assessment
Use and
Regular, periodic
management
audit of use and
consistent with core
management of site.
objectives.
Risk assessments /
Risk to the public
audit findings.
and Council staff
Maintenance
minimised.
records and
observation.
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PM3

Increase the use of the bookings system across the park, including schools,
to capture and ensure sustainable management and use.

Minor

High

Council

Booking / approval
Improved
records.
understanding of
Maintenance
use levels and
records. User and
impacts.
attendee satisfaction
and feedback.
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Part D – Implementation and Review
Part D considers the implementation of this Plan of Management and contains information on potential
funding sources, reporting, evaluation and review.
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15. Funding
This Plan of Management contains a substantial list of management actions. Some of these are
management guidelines, providing policies or directions to guide future decision-making for the
management of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve, whilst others are physical actions that will require
the commitment of Council or other funds or resources – such as staff time – to implement.
It is expected that Council does not have the capacity to undertake all of these, more resourceintensive, management actions immediately. Accordingly, the management and development of
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve will ultimately be reliant on, and largely determined by, the funding
and resources available to Council.
As such the management actions must be assessed against the other priorities of Council, and budget
allocations assigned as part of Council’s wider Community Strategic Plan 2018 – 2028, the three yearly
Delivery Program and annual Operational Plan and Resourcing Strategy along with annual budget
cycles and business planning for Council’s various service units.
In view of these financial realities/constraints a priority has been assigned to each management action
– as shown in the actions Tables above – to reflect their relative importance and implementation timing
in order to achieve the Plan’s objectives (but also noting that actions which are of a more management
guideline, policy or direction-setting character may not require the direct allocation of resources).
Recognising that funding and resources may come from many sources, including volunteer involvement
or specific-purpose grant funding, identified Management Actions of different priority may proceed in
differing orders or at different rates – and high priority actions need not necessarily precede lowerpriority actions. Implementation of some actions may also be contingent on or influenced by the results
of other actions, changing management circumstances or opportunities to gain management
efficiencies. In some cases, the resources to deliver a longer-term action may be available before a
high priority action. This may be due to the amount of money required, or the project being funded from
resources other than Council funds, or factors outside of Council’s control.
Council may also choose to seek Grant funding from both Commonwealth and State Government grant
programmes.

16. Reporting, Evaluation and Review
16.1

Reporting

Progress and implementation of actions listed in this Plan of Management will be reported using
Council’s established reporting practices. Achievement of major actions and milestones will be reported
in Council’s Annual Report.

16.2

Evaluation

The objectives, actions and performance measures outlined in the Plan of Management provide a basis
for qualitative reporting on performance of Council in managing the Reserve and progress in
implementing the Plan of Management. Evaluation of performance should be undertaken at the end of
each financial year to align with Council reporting requirements. Implementation of actions in this Plan
of Management according to their assigned priorities will be monitored through the preparation of
annual performance reports, budgets, and capital works programs.
It should be recognised however that commencement and completion of the recommended actions in
this Plan of Management depends on available Council resources, funding, and Council’s priorities in its
annual works program. The priority of each action should be reassessed annually to determine if the
stated priority is still relevant.
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16.3

Review

Typically, a Plan of Management will remain relevant and have a time horizon of ten (10) years or more.
However, a review of management strategies and actions should be considered prior to the ten year
sunset period as required. The fact that a plan of management has Ministerial approval does not mean
that the management direction cannot change in the future. Ministerial approval can be given to amend
a plan provided the proposed changes have firstly been exhibited for public comment.
Implementation of this Plan and its ongoing relevance will be reviewed annually as part of Council’s
internal and external reporting processes. At that time it should be updated as required to reflect
changing community needs and consideration of Council priorities taking into account any changes in
legislation and commitments and availability of grants, and funding. Review of this Plan of Management
should also be aligned with periodic reviews of Councils Strategic Plan and annual reviews of
Operational Plans and Resourcing Strategy.
The Action Plan tables have a shorter life and therefore require more frequent reviews and updating
and should be reviewed and revised when required in accordance with Council’s budgets, Capital
Works Program and changing priorities
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ATTACHMENT 1
Submissions and Analysis – Issues and Options Discussion Paper
Submission

Response

Are there any values or issues missing
Yes, there are many aspects that needs to be addressed. The Oval should be promoted as the greatest regional sporting
ground in Australia's history, and as such give National heritage status as Hurstville Oval. The cricket team had four players
of the Century, Bradman, O'Reilly, Morris and Lindwall and many more great test cricketers, Cycling has had more than 100
National representatives (the most of any club in the Country including many World and Olympic champions), Rugby Union
had a great array of Test players and captain, Athletics had multiple National and Olympic representatives including World
and Olympic champions, Hockey had Vice captain of Australia Keith Leeson and Brian Booth represent at Melbourne
Olympics with others added, St George Rugby League played their first four seasons from 1921 to 24 then won their first
two premierships between 1940 and 1949 at Hurstville Oval. St George Aussie Rules were staged their, massive sporting
carnivals featuring the likes of Marjorie Jackson and Fanny Blankers Koen, St George Aussie Rules played their until the
mid sixties, Dunc Gray used the cinders track in 1932 to train for the Olympic Games in Los Angeles, winning gold in 1932.
St George Soccer utilised the ground and in 1974, when Australia qualified for the World Cup for the first time eight current
player made the World Cup team, a record of any club throughout the World. Hurstville Oval has attracted major games but
National Track Cycling championships have been staged at Hurstville on two occasions. Hurstville Oval has played host to
eight Council Youth Games with athletes from all over the state represented. The spread of so many great sporting stars
across many sports suggests that the name Hurstville Oval should remain and heritage status pursued.
Hurstville Oval should be given National Heritage Status, being the greatest regional sporting ground in Australia’s history.
Not just cricket and cycling but athletics, rugby union, rugby league, AFL and soccer
Traffic control and parking management during events
While the history of Hurstville Oval is pleasing to see in the paper, a positive engagement with those sporting bodies with a
historical link to the facility ought be policy. Apart from being alerted to this paper and opportunity to provide feedback from
an informed member, our club would have missed the opportunity to comment. This is disappointing and a policy to consult
with identified users ought be policy.
Noise impacting neighbouring properties from Tai chi and singers

The additional sporting history information is noted and
will be updated in the relevant section of the Plan of
Management.
Promoting the site’s National heritage status is for
Council to consider outside of this Plan of Management

As above
This has been addressed in Section 14.2 and 14.6
Refer to Section 2.4 which outlines how and when
community
and
stakeholder
notification
and
consultation was undertaken.
All identified users were notified and provided the link to
the issues and options paper in accordance with their
website provided contact details.
Management of use is covered in Section 11

Have the values and issues been represented accurately? Are there any values or issues that require further clarification or may not be considered entirely accurate? Are
there any other issues to address? If so please elaborate.

I believe that Timothy Reserve could be changed to Hurstville Park and facilities improved for recreational enjoyment with
toilet facilities provided but the Oval should remain with its current name.
Timothy Reserve could be changed to Hurstville Park but Hurstville Oval should remain as is.

The proposed Masterplan addresses how toilet facility
provision should be addressed in relation to Timothy
Reserve. Proposed naming of the park and desire for
unification is addressed in Section 14.1
Addressed in Section 14.1
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The environmental value of the park needs to be addressed. The removal of large established trees along Gordon and
Patrick Streets will change this. The impact of noise and lighting will have a far greater effect on neighbours should the
trees be removed
Rightly or wrongly, there is a perceived preference for the interests of cricket use at Hurstville Oval. Seemingly investment
by the Council into groundsmen for the cricket pitch and playing surface is not mirrored in investment on upkeep of the
velodrome. A hard fought battle was required to resolve drainage issues affecting the velodrome and having it resurfaced which is clearly well appreciated. Removal of track lighting that was in line of sight between pavilion and scoreboard without
consultation or valid reason was an example of preference to cricket use.
Keep name as Hurstville Oval. reinstate signage of St George Cycling Club that was removed years ago without
consultation or explanation.
Too much singing, musical instruments and Tai Chi

The Masterplan proposes the retention of large trees
with some modification of shrub and lawn treatments.
Management of use and facilities is addressed
variously in Sections, 12-14.
It is proposed to unify the site with consistent signage
as per Section 14.1
Use of the park is addressed in Section 14.6

Please identify your preferred Possible Management Direction or Directions? Which Direction(s) would you prefer to see included in the Plan of Management? What do
you like about your Preferred Management Direction(s)?
There is no doubt that some better facilities could be constructed and the current location of the grand stand does not
necessarily provide the best location to view sports.
The grandstand could be moved to a better position and better facilities are certainly needed.
Keeping of Heritage values including velodrome and entrance ways is in keeping with the integrity of the park.
Expanding the Tai Chi areas and regular maintenance is encouraged as it is often a benefit to the community with low
impact on surrounding neighbours.
The installation of lighting to enable dusk/evening use of the park will also have an effect on the neighbours with light
pollution increased
Night time activity in the park will also increase the level of noise and traffic volume, local residents will be negatively
impacted.
A Starlight cinema will also create noise, traffic that will need to be managed to lessen any impacts on neighbours and
business

Management of use and facilities is addressed
variously in Sections, 12-14.
Management of use and facilities is addressed
variously in Sections, 12-14.
Management of use and facilities is addressed
variously in Sections, 12-14.

Any development would need to be consistent with
planning requirements and assessment.

Management will be in accordance with the objectives
of community land.
The Masterplan proposes the retention of large trees
Against the removal of trees along fence in Gordon Street
with some modification of shrub and lawn treatments.
Management will be in accordance with the objectives
Against increase in space available for Tai Chi users
of community land
Are there any Possible Management Direction(s) that you would like to offer further comments on – either for or against? Please describe them and your reasons.
I think that the sporting stars that have participated over the years and achieved world recognition should be identified and
Noted
recognised with details of their achievement not unlike the walk of champions attached to Jubilee Oval depicting the many
great players of rugby league.
A ‘Walk of Champions’ type structure should be considered
Noted
Sponsorship signage should be discreet and in keeping with the park environment used by the community including
Addressed in Section 11
children.
Limit the use of vendor food trucks to minimise disruption to neighbouring properties and businesses who will be impacted
Management of this use would be considered and
by smell, noise and traffic
assessed by Council.
Waste Management shall be in accordance with
Waste management should be considered at all events and priced accordingly to minimise expense to GRC
Council Policy and Events Management Policy.
Roof on track to allow all weather use. we appreciate this is unlikely as it will affect sight lines for other users (cricket) but
Noted
Leave the park for sporting and school events only
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could be investigated to see if a solution exists.
Painting of velodrome (white wash as was done many years ago or a colour to align with heritage / art deco feel of the
venue).
Reunification of the site as Hurstville Park should be considered.
Where possible, fences around Hurstville Oval should be removed. Around the oval itself, removable netting should be
installed to protect boundaries for specific shots.
A dedicated Tai Chi area should be installed to separate the use of the cricket nets for safety reasons
Hurstville Oval is ill-suited for first class cricket. In media broadcasts, it is referred to as pint-sized. Better bats and
boundary markings have effectively shrunk the ground size. Old’s Park is better suited in size for first class cricket.
Increased population density in the Hurstville CBD requires more park area not less. Opening up the ground permanently
as Hurstville Park would achieve this, like Chatswood Oval.
There is an increasing lack of parking, which makes this park less suitable for major events
Creation of enclosed turf practice wickets has removed access from an area of Timothy Reserve. Access to this facility is
unclear but it is exclusive.
I am not in favour of designation of Hurstville Oval as a sportsground. This would decrease community access when more
is required
There is an over-emphasis on excluding public during events eg first class cricket a few days a year. The move of Cricket
NSW to Silverwater will undoubtedly see more games there as witnessed in Melbourne and Brisbane
AC 1-5 from personal experience none of these are pressing.
AC 6 legal requirement
AC 7 one of the pleasurable aspects of Hurstville Oval is the vegetation on the Gordon Street side.
AC 8-10 in personal experience largely unnecessary if the Bus Zone was also sign posted as a ‘kiss and ride’. The major
parking issue is caused by major events and the conflict with Timothy Reserve. Unfortunately, Timothy Reserve is turned
into a car park for players and officials, which raises questions for pedestrian safety and Hurstville Oval’s suitability.
AC 11-14 if the Oval was made more open to the public, gates could simply be opened. The Art Deco gates should be
retained and restored
AC 15-24 most of these recommendations are largely minor and largely on the level footpaths in residential streets.
AC 21 is a recommendation out of character with the report. More information is required on its intent and reason.
The summary misrepresents the cricket use of the oval. Cricket is played at the oval by men’s, women’s and the junior
association (representative and beginner cricket). The council sponsors the men’s team. Historically, access to the oval
has been troublesome for women, which has led them to train at Caringbah in recent years.
The oval is unsuited to first class cricket. The relationships between council and Cricket
NSW may be over-emphasing its use. Olds Park has much better potential. The development of Penshurst Park practice
facility could be better utilised given its proximity to Olds Park.
LSR 1 good
LSR 2 this management system historically has been unclear. Personal experience suggests that men’s Premier cricket is
prioritised over other cricket users, such as senior high school teams needing a turf wicket
LSR 3-4 Good
LSR 5 the design of the fencing is dependent on its use. Only high level cricket requires a fencing upgrade but the oval is
ill-suited to this.
LSR 6 there is no doubt that player and official change facilities need to be upgraded. The size of the proposed facility

Noted
Addressed in Section 14
Addressed in Section 14
Addressed in Section 14
Noted
Noted
Addressed in Section 11

Addressed in Section 11
Addressed in Section 11
Noted
Noted
The Masterplan proposes the retention of large trees
with some modification of shrub and lawn treatments
Addressed in Section 11
This is current practice and the need to retain and
conserve heritage aspects of the park are identified in
the Plan.
Noted
Provides an option for user contributions to maintaining
and improving facilities.
All management and use of the park is considered in
Section 11.
Noted
All management and use of the park is considered in
Section 11
Noted
The fencing option provides security, safety and
management of the space for any purpose such as
sport and or community events.
Any development would need to be consistent with
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should be minimised to be in sympathy with the picturesque nature of the ground.
LSR 7 agreed
LSR 8-16 largely business as usual items. It is better to separate Tai Chi users from cricket net users. Signage should be
installed bilingually to explain the use of the cricket nets for safety reasons.
As the oldest remaining building, the Dunbar grandstand should be maintained. The media building is of limited appeal.

planning requirements and assessment.
Noted
Addressed in Section 11 and 14
All heritage aspects will be retained and conserved in
accordance with this plan and the LEP.
Any development would need to be consistent with
planning requirements and assessment
Noted
Noted

The idea of creating a museum and cafe shows a lack of historical success with Packham’s Centennial Bakery and Oatley
Park “Castle” cafe.
BF 1-5, 7-9 commented on previously
BF 6 the major issue with the seating is the lack of shade. Shade cloth like Old’s Park would be useful.
LE 1 Strongly disagree with the premise. I have been a regular visitor to the Oval in the past few months. I have had no
trouble accessing gates, except due to the gates on the Dora and Gordon Street corner being locked. Visitors to the
ground regularly comment on the park like nature of the oval, which has been lost at other ovals due to overdevelopment.
Addressed in Section `14
LE 2 This is unsubstantiated. Walking around the ground is straightforward, except behind the sightscreen at the northern
end.
LE 3 - 6 self evident
LL 1 With the proposed extension of the Booth Saunders Pavilion, consideration should be given to gender diversity by
Use of the park is addressed in Section 11
offering the St George Sutherland Slayers a short term lease
LL 2 agree
Noted
LL 3 this may be in conflict with a sporting organisation’s canteen. Given the proximity to Hurstville, the need is
questionable.
LL 4 Agreed, Hurstville Oval is more than just a cricket field.
Addressed in Section 11
LL 5 strongly disagree. This is a park that should be protected from overdevelopment.
LL 6 agreed. If the oval is opened up, its use should be regulated for commercial use.
LL 7 Practically, it is impossible to book the oval for cricket, except through Cricket NSW
Apart from the historical linkages, the oval is too small for modern first class cricket. It is regularly referred to in media
broadcasts as pint sized. In comparison, Olds Park is the same size as the MCG. Olds Park also has the advantage of
Noted
being a natural amphitheatre, which would lend itself to development. The council should re-consider development
priorities between Hurstville Oval and Olds Park.
PM 1 Strongly disagree with the proposal to redefine Hurstville Oval as a sportsground
Noted
Noise from leaf blowers at 7.30 am is disruptive to resident who is a shift worker prefer this noise to commence after
Hours of operation are consistent with EPA guidelines
9.00am
Would you like to suggest any other Management Directions, that have not been presented in the Issues and Options Discussion Paper? Please describe them and your
reasons.
Hurstville Oval is one of the most picturesque sporting fields in Australia and along with the history should be preserved and
more heavily promoted. I also believe that the lighting on the velodrome could be improved as it was last installed in 1968
Noted
and would be more economical with led lighting.
The lighting certainly needs to be upgraded
Addressed in Section 14
Traffic control and parking have not been addressed at all. Traffic speeds down Dora Street, cars cut the corner of Timothy
Street.
During events there is no parking available and this puts stress on local business and residents.
There is currently commuter parking in Dora Street and surrounding streets due to no commuter parking in the Hurstville
Addressed in Section 11
train station area. Therefore, business and home owners have vehicles parked kerbside during business hours. A traffic
and parking study should be undertaken in the Hurstville CBD and this addresses in the management directions of
Hurstville.
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Council's maintenance of the facility is appreciated. As a sporting club that uses carnivals and events as a potential
fundraiser for the Club, we would not like to see fees payable to council outstrip the fundraising efforts such that use of the
Noted
facility become uneconomic and causes use to be lost. Many champions have started their careers at Hurstville Oval and
the future needs a venue like this to continue.
Singing in the grandstand is very loud 7 days a week
Noted
Any other comments you have regarding the Issues and Options Discussion Paper, or other inputs to preparation of the Draft Plan of Management, would be welcome
All covered but always open for further discussion. Happy to provide additional stats on sporting stars with the various
Noted
codes
Please keep St George Cycling Club informed and involved as this review progresses
Noted
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ATTACHMENT 2
Summary and Analysis of Submissions on Draft Plan of Management
ID No.
1
2
3
4
5

Submission / Respondent
Requested to remain anonymous
Requested to remain anonymous
Requested to remain anonymous
Requested to remain anonymous
Teale Bessington, Cricket NSW

SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION
(italics indicate direct quotes from a submission)

Date
11 February, 2020
25 February, 2020
26 February, 2020
27 February, 2020
4 March, 2020

Submission
Number

COMMENT / RESPONSE
And Proposed Amendments To Plan Of Management

GENERAL
Good Plan by Council. I’m impressed by it, the Park and the bike
track.

1

Interested primarily in playgrounds and associated facilities.

2

Interested primarily in the overall enjoyment & comfort of the people
who use both facilities.

3

Interested primarily in more public access to parts locked from
public use.

4

Cricket NSW is committed to ensuring that Hurstville Oval will
continue to attract elite competitions.

5

Note only. No amendments recommended.
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SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION
(italics indicate direct quotes from a submission)

Submission
Number

COMMENT / RESPONSE
And Proposed Amendments To Plan Of Management

MANAGEMENT DIRECTION AND ACTIONS
Provide free Wifi and seating arrangement.

1

Action: Include an additional action for the provision of wifi stations
nearby high use locations throughout Hurstville Oval and Timothy
Reserve.

Generally supportive of the retail - would love to see one closer to
the playground for parents that use the parks every day.

2

The Plan has struck the right balance - but again, you’ve focussed
too much on the Oval's entry and not the everyday users. Put retail
near the park so parents can use it for coffee/food everyday not just
have it open on 'game' days.

2

Provision of a new, separate building to accommodate a retail / café in
closer proximity to the existing playground would alienate limited open
space within Timothy Reserve.
No amendment to the Draft Plan is recommended.

Expanding the playground, adding retail/coffee right near the park
(or within 30m) means parents don’t have to pull their kids out of the
park to stand in a line to buy coffee or water or food. If the retail is
too far >30m from a park entry the retail won’t be used anywhere
near as much and the viability for weekdays will go down.

2
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SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION
(italics indicate direct quotes from a submission)
You’ve removed a pocket park to replace it with adult gym
equipment (which is useful in its own right), but then haven’t
expanded the existing playground which already gets very busy.
Having gym equipment next to the park means kids can play / be
kept occupied while the parents use the equipment with fewer
interruptions. I know it is the distance between the park and
equipment that stops be (sic) using the equipment at all.

Submission
Number
3

COMMENT / RESPONSE
And Proposed Amendments To Plan Of Management
Action LSR 7 of the Draft Plan of Management recommends replacement
/ upgrade of elements of the existing playground as and when required.
The Draft Plan does not recommend an increased footprint for the
playground, however the provision of additional playground elements
within the existing playground space is consistent with the Draft Plan.
The Draft Plan does not explicitly recommend the provision of more
elements within the playground space as this would be addressed in any
detailed design / upgrade of the area, consistent with use patterns/levels
at the time of such works.
No amendment to the Draft Plan is recommended.
Consultation undertaken during development of the Draft Plan did not
identify any demand for a combined or adjacent adult exercise hub and
child playground space to enable simultaneous adult exercise and child
play. One submission has raised this matter during exhibition of the Draft
Plan. Provision of a hub of adult exercise equipment in an area in
proximity to the playground would not be inconsistent with the broader
vision for Timothy Reserve should sufficient demand arise.
It should also be noted that the Draft Plan permits a general access /
purpose area within the new pavilion for fitness exercise sessions and
classes (among other uses), the provider of which may elect to provide
childcare services should demand warrant (refer Table 5 and Actions
LSR 6 and BF3).
No amendment to the Draft Plan is recommended.
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SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION
(italics indicate direct quotes from a submission)

Submission
Number

COMMENT / RESPONSE
And Proposed Amendments To Plan Of Management

The existing pavilion should be extended accommodating both
players and spectators comfort. Having two pavilions would create
a sense of "separation" or an "us & them" mentality during matches.

3

Provision of a new facility to the west and adjoining the Booth-Saunders
pavilion is incorporated in the Option 2 Masterplan within the Draft Plan of
Management.
A 24 February 2020 Council meeting considered a Hurstville Oval
Pavilion Feasibility Study prepared by Webber Architects. The Feasibility
Study considered the optimal location of the pavilion after consideration
of a range of relevant matters. A copy of the Feasibility Study is available
on Council’s website as part of the Minutes of the 24 February Council
meeting. At the 24 February meeting Council resolved the new pavilion
be located at the Option 2 site within the Feasibility Study. The Option 2
site is within the area categorised as Sportsground in the Draft Plan of
Management.
Action – amend the Draft Plan of Management to authorise the
location of the new pavilion at the Option 2 site within the Feasibility
Study.

Should a two pavilion approach be adopted then details of location
of shops and amenities need to be shown.

3

It is not appropriate for the Draft Plan of Management to provide details
for the layout and design of the new pavilion as this may unnecessarily
constrain the detailed design and subsequent function of the facility.
Rather, the Draft Plan outlines the purpose and intended use of the new
pavilion which provides direction to the detailed design process.
The Development Application process for the new pavilion provides
opportunity for community feedback on the detailed design of the facility,
including the location of shops and amenities.
No amendment to the Draft Plan is recommended.
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SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION
(italics indicate direct quotes from a submission)

Submission
Number

COMMENT / RESPONSE
And Proposed Amendments To Plan Of Management

The draft plan needs to address on more space available to the
public. Over time, Timothy Reserve has become more restricted
and Hurstville oval less accessible. Populations increase should
see more open space available to the public, not reduced.

4

The Draft Plan of Management has not proposed additional built facilities
within existing passive use areas of Timothy Reserve. The site for the
new pavilion in Hurstville Oval is not presently an inviting passive use
open space area and it is not considered that construction of the pavilion
will significantly reduce passive recreational use opportunities.
At the Timothy Reserve Hurstville Oval side of the site, the proposed reprofiling of this area and the removal of some existing built facilities (old
cricket net and long jump pit) expands the area and usability of integrated
open space in this area.
In addition, the proposed relocation of the Hurstville Oval fence and
improved public access (outside of ticketed events) to Hurstville Oval
provides access to open space associated with Hurstville Oval.
No amendment to the Draft Plan recommended.

The cricket nets should be removed in Timothy reserve and
relocated within the oval. This was a terrible mistake from Council
which consequently reduced the open space for public use.

4

The open space needs more passive recreation with an ever
increasing population. The cricket nets should be relocated inside
the oval and the oval more accessible by the public.

4

The relocation of an existing fit for purpose facility is not countenanced in
the Draft Plan of Management.
A number of measures, discussed previously, serve to provide additional
open space for passive recreation and improve public access to Hurstville
Oval outside of ticketed events.
No amendment to the Draft Plan recommended.

Enlarging the field size, triggering the relocation or removal of the
velodrome. A rebuild of the field would also include irrigation and
drainage. This would assist attracting March One Day Cup and
Sheffield Shield matches back to the venue, and ensure it is an
attractive venue for elite Women’s Cricket.

5

The Draft Plan of Management briefly describes the long history of the
velodrome at Hurstville Oval.
The Draft Plan of Management identifies that Hurstville Oval and
velodrome has local heritage significance – “Hurstville Oval and
Velodrome” is listed in Schedule 5 of Hurstville LEP 2012.
Removal of the Velodrome and enlargement of the Oval surface would
compromise heritage values and alienate velodrome users who have a
long standing history of using the site.
No amendment to the Draft Plan is recommended.
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SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION
(italics indicate direct quotes from a submission)

Submission
Number

COMMENT / RESPONSE
And Proposed Amendments To Plan Of Management

Upgrade of change facilities, including the construction of a new
community pavilion that can act as a designated Players and Match
Officials (PMOA) area on match days. The preferred location is
seen in the ‘Option 1 – Master Plan’ which also provides greater
access required for ambulance and/or emergency services with the
proposed new entry driveway to maintenance area.

5

Preference for Option 1 site is noted
A 24 February 2020 Council meeting considered a Hurstville Oval
Pavilion Feasibility Study prepared by Webber Architects. The Feasibility
Study considered the optimal location of the pavilion after consideration
of a range of relevant matters. A copy of the Feasibility Study is available
on Council’s website as part of the Minutes of the 24 February Council
meeting. At the 24 February meeting Council resolved the new pavilion
be located at the Option 2 site within the Feasibility Study.
Action – amend the Draft Plan of Management to authorise the
location of the new pavilion at the Option 2 site within the Feasibility
Study.

Upgrade of sightscreens to meet CA standards, including the
reconfiguration of light poles to sit 2m to the side of the edge of the
sightscreens.

5

The need for an upgrade of the sight screens was not raised by Cricket
NSW in consultation during preparation of the Draft Plan of Management
(refer Table 3 in the Draft Plan of Management).
The submission does not detail what an “upgrade” of the sight screens
entails. Upgrade of the sight screens to improve function in their current
location and built extent (height, width and bulk) and minor relocation of
light poles is not inconsistent with the provisions of the Draft Plan of
Management. However, expansion particularly an increase in height, is
not currently authorised within the Draft Plan and may have an aesthetic
impact, particularly for residents of Patrick Street.
No amendment to the Draft Plan is recommended.
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SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION
(italics indicate direct quotes from a submission)

Submission
Number

COMMENT / RESPONSE
And Proposed Amendments To Plan Of Management

Ensure the new boundary fence provides full perimeter access
around the playing field for spectators and match day staff. The
current master plans suggest a reduction in boundary size which
could have an impact on venue capacity during match days.

5

The proposed location of the securable boundary fence is intended to
enable managed public access into the Oval during ticketed matches
while maximising available open space for passive recreation at other
times. It is acknowledged the proposed location is closer to the Oval in
locations (Gordon Street and the Patrick and Timothy Street corner).
While this may reduce standing spectator capacity along the Gordon
Street side the spectator area at the Patrick / Timothy Street will not be
significantly reduced due to the present built facilities here (cricket net
and long jump pit).
To balance this minor loss of standing spectator space the Draft Plan
recommends additional spectator terrace seating on the Dora and
Gordon Street sides of the Oval to provide increased spectator seating for
ticketed events. The increase spectator seating is intended to more than
offset the loss of standing spectator space due to the relocated boundary
fence.
No amendment to the Draft Plan is recommended.

Ensure the new boundary fence adequately encloses and secures
the venue from a safety and ticketing point of view.

5

The Draft Plan of Management acknowledges the need for the new
perimeter fence to provide for managed access into the Oval during
ticketed events / scheduled matches (refer Action AC8 and Masterplan
notes).
No amendment to the Draft Plan is recommended.

Ease of access to and from training facilities and field of play for
players and coaches on match days. The current master plans
suggest a securable boundary fence will be in place.

5

The securable boundary fence is recommended to enable managed
public access into the Oval during ticketed matches. The location of the
training nets is an existing constraint of the site - their location on the
opposite side of the Oval to the proposed new pavilion (with Player and
Match Officials rooms) means that players and coaches will need to move
from the nets to the pavilion on game day. This may require that players
and coaches are accompanied by security or similar personnel when
moving between the two facilities on game day. This is an operational
matter to be addressed in event planning.
No amendment to the Draft Plan is recommended.
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ATTACHMENT 3
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve – Assets and Condition Register
Reference Asset

1

Picnic
shelter

Condition
(1 “poor”
– 5 “asnew”)
3

Notes

Photos

Wooden picnic table;
chipped paint on
poles; graffiti on table;
structure good.
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2

Picnic
shelter

3

Aluminium picnic
table; staining on
table; paint on poles
mostly okay; structure
good.
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3

Picnic
shelter

3

Wooden picnic table;
chipped paint on
poles; graffiti on table;
structure good.
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4

Barbecue
shelter

3

Structure good;
chipped paint on
poles; right side
power indicator light
broken/not working;
grease stains on slab.

5

Shade
structure

4

Small tear in shade
cloth in North-East
corner, paint good,
soft-fall okay.

6

Playground

3




Double swing
Playground
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unit
Tyre swing
Gyro Spinner x
2
 See saw
Overhead helicopter
spinner
Condition okay;
Magnalatch broken on
South side gate.



7

Playground
fence

3
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8

Dog
tap/bubbler

3

Tap working; structure
fine.
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9

Bin stand

4

Structure good.

10

Bench seat

3

Structure fine; paint
faded/removed.
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11

Bench seat

3

Structure fine; paint
faded/removed;
missing bolt.

12

Bench seat

3

Structure fine; paint
faded/removed.
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13

Bench seat

3

Structure fine; paint
faded/removed.

14

Exercise
equipment

3

Structure fine; surface
rust
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15

Long jump
pit

2

Synthetic turf
worn/damaged;
cracking in concrete
structure; low sand.
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16

Cricket
practice net

2

Synthetic turf
worn/damaged; nets
bowed.

17

Shot put
ring

2

Minor cracks; sound
structure, but
redundant.
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18

Site screen

1

All pillars showing
deep rust; screen
showing deep rust.
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19

Bench seat

3

20

Play
equipment

2

Loose slat; chipped
paint; structure okay.






Double swing
Quad see-saw
Slide
Single see
saw
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21

Bench seat

2

Concrete bench with
wooden slats; wood
splinters; chipped
paint.

22

Bench seat

3

Chipped paint;
structure fine.
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23

Bench seat

4

Wooden bench slats
on copper log pillars;
close to new
condition.
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24

Bench

Wooden bench slats
on copper log pillars;
some chipped paint.
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25

Picnic
bench

2

Chipped paint; wood
splinters; structure
okay.

26

Picnic
bench

2

Chipped paint; wood
splinters; structure
okay.

As above.
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27

Picnic
bench

2

Chipped paint; wood
splinters; structure
okay.
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28

Cricket
practice net

2

Synthetic turf
worn/damaged; net
condition okay but has
holes and has
become loose in
some areas.
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Ground
fencing

1

Various sites; poor
condition; large holes;
bowed wire; loose
barbed wire.
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Retaining
wall

Various sites;
cracking in wall
structure;
loose/cracking render.
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